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fishing in the resti- 
gouche.

BY SCOTO-CANADENSIS.

SALMON

the eastern part of the Province of Que- 
of 'the great summerT^HE hilly country in

bee will probably in the future ^ne^ ^ how_
Play-grounds of the people of I A V ^ ;
ever, it is but little known, and tourists a Provinces ”
a few of them, Americans, conscientious y f 01 § vîontr(,alese— 
a lew, denizen, of the cities of the intern,-mostiy

side for cooler air ; and a larger proportion, 
the observer identifies by their

stacks of fishing-rods, bales of waterproof gear, and grey habili
ment, For this last class of visitors'these 
fascinations ; and why ? Because in a i y cou brQok and
annual rain-fall is so great, the tepid, ooz,
every glen has its river ; and the nv ^ # crystaline transpar- 
8 reams of lowland regions, ■ were born ;
ency, and cool with the coolness of the hllls wne J _mi2 
now breaking into tempestuous arrowy rapi s, stillness
noiselessly through deep pools as if atraid 

These are the

who rush to the sea 
devotees of the Gentle Art, whom

favorite haunts of the aristocratic 
of the exploits and°f the forest.

species of the Salmonidæ, and the scenes

h,A,*„rt atcoüntTân eight da,s'excu„ion en une of the tet 

of the» stream., the Restigouchc, may not be w.thont interest, 
especially to the lovers of salmon-fishing.
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far away in the scarcely )The river Eestigouche has its sources 
explored depths of the New Brunswick forests, and through a large 
part of its course forms the boundary between that Province and 
the Province of Quebec. At six miles from the tidal waters, it is 
joined by the Matapedia from the north, an affluent nearly as 
large as itself. At this point there is just now a magnificent rail
way bridge in course of construction, for the Intercolonial Railway 

here and continues up the valley of the Matapedia. I he 
united stream falls into the Bay of Chaleur, so named, as 
say, on the lucus a non lucendo principle, while others contend

than the adjacent

Icrosses
some

that the Bay shores are perceptibly
coasts. Our party numbered eight, its central figures being the 
Chief and the Doctor, the eighth being the warden of the river. 
The Doctor was appointed First Officer of the Commissariat, a post 
he was singularly qualified to fill, and the duties of which he ably

as we intended to

warmer

administered throughout the expedition ; and 
go a long way up the river, and thus wrould be for several days far 
from our base, another of the party was told off to follow with

large barge orOur conveyance was aprovisional supplies.
“ scow,” kindly lent to our Chief and party by the other lessee of 

It was about forty feet long by ten or twelve in 
breath, carried in the middle of it a flat-rooted house, and, seen 
from without, looked like a gigantic Child’s Noah’s Ark; within 
we had. drawing-room, dining-room and kitchen, and sofa-couches 
for eight persons, with their appropriate furniture. Mosquito 
curtains gave to the carpeted interior a suggestion ot luxury, 
which was fully realized when the subject of eatables and drink
ables came on the tapis. The “scow” was an epitome of mate
rial comforts and itself the greatest of them all. The appliances 
of a Pullman car, of an ocean steamer, of a first-class hotel dis
appeared into the impalpable, compared with the comforts of 

The river-warden took the captaincy. Our

the river.

our
crew con-“ scow.”

sisted of four white men and four Indians. On the morning ot 
the 18th of July, all hands were piped at Matapedia, and taken 
aboard : four canoes were attached to the “ scow behind ; a 
motive power of three horses was hitched on in iront ; and the 
whole system of us, thus composed, moved off up stream, amid the 
cheers of the Railway empleryès, which we exerted ourselves to
reciprocate.

The scenery of the Restigouche will compare tavourably with

il
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that of most rivers. The writer has seen some of themost pic
turesque, as well as productive, of the rivers of the Scottish Hig - 
lands. He has wandered by the banks of Tay ; be as exp 
the Dee; he has thrown no unsuccessful fly on the >~pey, 16 
of Scottish salmon streams ; he has hunted the grilse and the huge 
sea trout (salmo salar) in the cool waters of the Avon under 
shadow of the snowy-browed precipices of the Canngoi ^ ,
but for scenery-and that is a large part of the sportsman s j03 , 
he have any soul in him-he gives the preference to the Kesti- 
gouche. We travelled fifty miles up the river without encounter
ing a tame or uninteresting landscape. At almost ever, turn, 
there was some bosk, little nook fo, the photographer or some 
large, and holder scene for the artist of the pencil and brush. H 
the tourist finds not here ^ ?£

CryTm’the vite” of hill and forest beauty which h^wasawed 
and pleased with in the Pass of Killiecrankie ; or the solemn 
savagery of the upper reaches of the Dee, as he pursue^ his way
past Balmoral and Castleton f“ing glorie8 of’dark
tinelled on the one side by the P f Rrae-riach
Lochnagar,” and on the other by ^ P1^1 es* f the Spean
and Ben Muicdhui; or the wondrous green val y 
and the Shin with their foregrounds of birch fotest and 
ground of fantastic hills choking up the horizon, ^
vague sense of wild pibrochs in minor keys floating g 
If the tourist misses all this, he ought m fairness ^ 
that, mixed up with even the best of highland river seen y

home, there is much that is “without 
peculiarity of the Restigouche soenery1, t jestic . always
a break, interesting, never overpowering,^ 
grand and beautitul. The river flows g •«■ht of from three 
by hill, rising steep from it, ^
hundred to eight hundred 01 mn , worses each
all wooded to the top, and cleft and Xt hL a eh’.nte
with it, impetuous brook, where the sunlight thé
Forests of hardwood and the graceful cedar stretch along

- neediest aud most fr„rl 
grasses and .limbs; and here and there, where the river turns a

The
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sharper curve and bowls itself against the opposing rocky wall 
with the force of a hundred battering rams, we have, as if smoothed 
out by the backwaters of thousands of years, a glorious amphi
theatre of green ; where you feel as if you would like to rest for 

and dream to the music of the winds and the waters. River-

1

ever
hanks in the proper sense, there are none : for in the spring and 
the fall of the year the ravine is in most places filled from side to 
side with the stream ; and all debris, and whatever water 
undermine and tear away, is hurried down to the sea : and now, 
when the stream has shrunk to its summer size, it flows well within 
rthe limits of its pebbly and rocky bed. The exposures of rock in 
sections almost verticla, so frequent along the river, would interest 
the geologist. Having puzzled himself over the rock formations 
of Gaspe, he would do well to look here. The variety of stratifi
cation is not great, chiefly sandstone and a dark bluish-grey slate ; 
but'it has been heaved into all imaginable positions and angles, 
from the level up to the “ perpendicular and more,” and twisted 
into wisps and curves of distracting curvature. There must have 
been hot and heavy work here in prehistoric and plutonic times.

We travelled up the river at the rate of from ten to fifteen
time of the day, and

can

miles a day, doing our journey in the 
fishing in the mornings and evenings. From the roof of our scow- 
house, we could enjoy the scenery and do a good deal of fictitious 
fishing. For it is the privilege of the angler to ply his vocation 
and accomplish some of his most successful exploits in the realm 
of imagination. As he travels with a stream of the right kind 
under his eye, he notes the rocks behind which the fish are likely 
to lie, he drops his hypothetical fly into the feasible eddies and 
ripples, enjoys vivid conceptions of nibbles and plunges and 
up and down stream, and beaches visionary monsters on probable 
landing places. In no other case that we know, do the pleasures 
of sport or recreation extend so much beyond mere matter-of-fact. 
Hence perhaps, the tendency to “ romancing ” so deeply seated in 

. the angling breast. Let psychologists look to it, and explain for 
us this phenomenon, and show why it is that, let a man be ever 

estimable and exemplary in all the relations of life, inflexibly 
upright and scrupulously true, yet, when he narrates you a tale of 
his fishing triumphs and losses, you mentally reduce each ot his 
several statements about forty per cent. Our present narrative 

eptio firmat regulam—is for obvious reasons an exception to 
this rule.

warm

races

. so

CSC

ii
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We started with great expectations. Some weeks before we 
came on the scene, men who never in their lives before had hooked 
a salmon, had killed an average of live or six fish a day, for a week 

end. A skilled fisherman who was in camp at “ Indian house, 
about thirty miles above Matapedia—and whom the Indians m 
admiration of his prowess called Chikkigeleegit, (which is by 
interpretation, “ king-fisher ”)- had in about three weeks captured 
over one hundred and eighty salmon. And we-some of us indeed 

novices, but some had killed grilse with midges and horse-hair 
from these reported facts, had great expectations.

the sequel proved.

on

I
were
gut—judging
Several things, however, were against 
The water was unusually low and clear. The first great run of 
fish was over: and though there were “transient brutes fresh* 
from the sea, by far the greater number had been in the fresh 
water for two or three weeks, and were, shy and dainty, 
all new to the river, and had equipped ourselves with flies and 
other gear, partly by the light of nature, and partly by the advice 
of the vendors of fishing-tackle; » that most of ou, fl.es were 
worthless. We had come a fortnight too late, and soon saw that 

such success as our predecessors.
at ten miles from Matapedia, where

e Breton

us as

We were-

we could have no
The first evening we spent

a lovely stream, the Upsalquitch, about t ie size ° 16 a
Margarie, pours itself into the Restigouche. If an a prior judg
ment is worth anything, one would, for fishing purposes prefer 

main river. In the pool at the junction
but the evening was 

could establish

w< -
this tributary to the

____large fish “ rising to themselves :
chilly, the sky almost of a wintry hue, and 
relations with none of them. Here however, we p, 
for the night, a party of three-two being an Engl.sh C e By 
and his wife. We afterwards saw the lady using ’
certes she could lay down a fly very prettily. The .recent h.story 
of this party seemed to he, that for two years, the, had been 
“doing” certain out^the-way parts of the Dom.mon, on sport 
intent • and that the, had lately canoed up the St John n.er and 
portaged to one of the upper tributanes of the Restigouche. The, 
were now “canoeing it” down the n,er and purposed further

of warfare employed by the minister ot
the gospel, struck us as having a dash of the carnal about them, 
being a “six-shooter,” “tommy hawk,” and lmnting-knife or dag-- 
ger stuck in his belt, besides unknown rifles which he did not

saw some
we

met, encamped

adventures. The weapons
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when he came in the evening to visit us. He was a whole
all our lives and chattedcarry

storming party in himself, but he spared 
very agreeably far into the night.

Next day some of us were atop of the scow, our 
ing-room, when the captain, who had tooled us through some stiff 
rapids into a long reach of still water, suddenly threw up his hands, 
made an involuntary jump of astonishment and assumed a general 
resemblance to a St. Andrew’s cross as he cried, “Look at them, 
look at them! great Cæsar, look at them! was there ever the like o 
that9 Queen o’ Scotland, look at them!” and we looked and beheld. 
It is not often one sees a shoal of salmon in a river, so far as we have 

heard : but here they were by dozens and by scores. Some 
in front of the scow, some scudding athwart into

the other side of

favourite draw-

ever
gliding up stream
the deep water, but most lying heedless ol 
the current, which was here very gentle, and darkening the bottom 
of the river. No doubt after this there was abundance of fish m 
the river; but when they congregate thus, they are evidently 

rise of the water, and are in no humour to make their 
the sportsman. We passed on to a more hopeful

on one side where it may

us on

waiting a
greetings to
place —along pool, deep and sluggish
be fished from the overhanging rocks ; on the other, swift, roug 1, 
and comparatively shallow. The captain and the Indians agreed 
on the best spot, one however that none of us would have selected. 
Against this spot canoe No. 1 was launched, and in less than ten 
minutes were greeted with a splash and a spring, and a demand 
for eighty yards of line. The fish was evidently a twenty pounder 

The battle was in no wise remarkable. In less than an 
hour and after an ineffectual attempt on his part to sulk, the 
gaff brought him ashore. We cheered and weighed him on the 
spot—twenty-six pounds. Canoe No. 2, as soon as No l had 
cleared away, entered the pool at the same place, and had hardly 
buckled to their work when, presto, the whirr of the ratchet-reel 
and three splendid leaps that would have made the fortune ot a 
circus gymnast, told that a battle royal had commenced. I here 
is no aquatic adversary like a twelve or fifteen pound salmon fresh 
from the sea: and such was the foe in this case. But-and here 
we speak for ourself—we have always felt that a man with a 
ratchet-reel was unfairly handicapped in such a fight. 1 umca 
Mes is a light description of the treachery of these instruments : 
and the event proved it so. After executing as many of the usua

at least.
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fish nowS 3ldn5.Wexb^ made a lalt^esperate r«Ado*n

of his line with some residuary gut. Re-armed m a few minutes, 
he again offered battle at the same spot, and-cur 
with the same result, though the duel was shorter. No wonder he 

in contemplation of these results. Moses 
; but how either 

vile ratchet, lost

used strong expressions 
was a meek man, and Job was a patient 
would have conducted lnmselt, had he, t nou„ i a 
two salmon within half an hour, is not known. For ourselfwe 
wore not altogether dissatisfied with the event; for we had ong 
ago suffered similarly, and have prophet-,ed against 
years, and now we found in the Doctor an enthusiastic and demur

'trrfnow tried their fortune, hooked

diately lost their gear— must
entered canoe No. 4, out oy ■ j nnff we. . O,... fiv however was seized, ann we
have become suspicious. 1 j _ iiajf an
swept down the pool en ^fish lay behind a
hour’s play, the game ended m peculiar manner which
ÏZ eportsmaffs

himself into freedom. . , Q 11S AtThus the net result of this day's sport-as fa.rl, agamjt u ^
the same time we had got a very exalted noton of h “J™,,f>
the river; for here we had fished 0° l/g” fish had been hooked, 
and within an area of a few square yar ^ ltream t„ our

faithfully observed the

one

ill luck, weMaking the best of our 
Sunday’s resting place, and next day
Sunday truce.

On Monday, matters
off up stream before “j^^hibtted, with the usual distress-
fuHale oHislTthat. ha^been foot, notwithstanding Isaac Walton's 

01 thig word, “ You never lost, sir, what you
too low and too clear, and

Two canoes “ poled ” 
o’clock breakfast, three

mended somewhat.

admirable criticism on
never had.” Evidently We could get help, however,

from the already mentioned Chikkigeleegit ; 
reached “ Indian house,” his camping

was

our flies were n 
in the matter of flics 
and by a forced march we 
place, in the middle of a magnificent panorama.
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The report of “ Chikky’s” success had not been exaggerated. The 
shore was redolent of decomposing offal, which showed that his four
teen barrels were filled with acephalous and invertebrate salmon. 
He had killed between the 25th of June and the 18th of July 
hundred and eighty fish, averging from nineteen to twenty pounds, 
his greatest catch in one day having been 13! His record was 
thus between three and four tons of fish—such a record as no 
sportsman we have heard of in Scotland, Ireland, or “Gemle 
Norge” itself, has equalled in the time. Clearly “Chikky” and 
the Restigouche together, carry off the belt from all streams and 
fishers whatsoever that we have heard of.

He shook his head sadly over our flies, dressed a few small hooks 
for us—he is a most admirable composer of flies—and sent us forth 
with fresh armament and new hope, at the same time confirming 
us in the belief that we had come too late for any great success. 
From this time to the end of our expedition—which was purely of 
a tentative and exploratory character—our daily tale of fish 

We found that the smallest flies attracted the largest
when he

one

improved.
fish; and that a fish was never so surely hooked as 
seized the fly under water. This latter is a peculiarity none of us 
had witnessed before. Generally, the salmon we had seen had 
come on with a rush, breaking water a yard or two below the 
fly, and exhibiting his length from stem to stern ; but, on the 
Restigouche, so surely as the fish behaved thus, he either missed, 

the last instant declined the fly. In explanation of this, it 
tt Chikky,” if we remember, who said, “ In fact the salmon ot 

the Restigouche are not yet fully educated up to the fly. There 
rivers in the districts of the lower St. Lawrence full of fish, but 

the ignorant brutes, like their relatives in the rivers of 
British Columbia, don’t rise to the fly at all. In these, civilization 
has not yet begun ; in the Restigouche it has made some progress, 
and more may be expected with the growth and expansion of the 

Return here three hundred years hence, and—no doubt
could wish.”

or at 
was

are
where

Dominion.
of it—your fly will be grabbed as beautifully as you

If you ask us what was the net result of our expedition, esti
mated in salmon ? we have first to give an explanation, without 
which the answer would be misleading, and then to give the 

itself. During the seven days on which we fished, two 
steadily at work, and two others were employed about

answer 
canoes were
half time. We tried fishing from the shore, but never got any-
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and ultimatelything bigger than sea-trout, and very few of them 
abandoned this form of activity as useless. the
tions being thus reckoned equal to the wor 0 pounds’and
total catch was about forty salmon, averagmg ^ a
fifty grilse, averaging five pounds; a very sn,all result, but

causes of it, “ Ihe”, ^ons, will compare

KU . For ourself, we can only

Our effective opera-

Those who
this result with their own experience _

know of Scotch rivers.
; used to be considered good

very good days, a skilled sports- 
other days his basket would be 

this in salmon, and

compare it with what 
An average of two 

sport on the Spey ; for though on
man might kill four or five, yet on

was nearly equal to
taken into account; and ours was

the Restigouche. Since we left the 
know, that during one afternoon, m a 

n fish, of which he landed

we
salmon a day

empty. Our average 
exceeded it, if grilse be 
poorest fishing this year 
river, we have come to 
favourite pool, our captain hooked eightee

eight. , n „np,,;men of the Canadian
If the Itestigouche he to “ ” f„ourable one—it I. *».

mers—and we belreve .tth g rf fi<h be taken in

in the best rivers in the old country. 
In the Margarie of Cape Breton, 01 

, i three weeks. In the Restigouche it
instance, it lasts only two o 0nths, from about the

with Slight breaks upward, of "J” In the best Scotch 
about the end of Augrtsf. In

of May or June, from March to Septanbe c]ean &1,
in which, thoM «VoougU to "'^,.! the Canadian 

wan! of snow-deposits in, e M. ~

the

on

that for a certain season, a 
a given time in them than 
But the season is short.

covers,
20th of June to
stream, the season

every day of the year 
summer, and the , .
round, to supply cool water to tie me

contrast. , moderate take of fish,
I, may be

such as ours was, is not ^ twelve salmon a day 1 That
geleegit’s long roll of suc^ ^ ^ ^ ag the kst is

must mean pause es ’ the 8tronge8t and therefore not of the
killed. It means a so -, _ ,f we allow each fish the average
of ^n W f"ing to gaffing, and count nothing for run-
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a ways —ten or twelve hours of the very hardest work. But we ^ 
hold that, as in philosophy, so in fishing. Search after truth
is, according to illustrious philosphers, better than truth itself ; 
which would be valueless without the discipline involved in the 
search. Thus with the salmon : it is the hunting for them that 
gives zest to the battle and glory to the victory. If you are no 
sooner “ off with the old love ” than “ on with the new,” we care 
not for the sport :—nay, we deny that it is sport : it is an aquatic 
battle. So, for our part, we desire no discoloured water, no undis
criminating hungry brutes competing for gigantic flies, no codfish 
line with treble gut, that ploughs up the water as it falls, to haul 
our fish ashore by main strength. Give us clear water, strong 
light line, and single gut that will bear a strain of four or five 
pounds, and fall gently on the water : and give us time and room 
to seek and tempt our adversary. Our battles may be fewer ; but 
they will be more eventful : we shall have what we came for— 
not the greatest possible tale of fish, (if you want that, you can 
purchase them from the fishers at six cents a pound,) but, cheer
ful hope in the pursuit and that exhilaration which, when the 
battle comes on, arises from the exercise of skill : and we shall 
have more to remember in the future.

The great charm of salmon-fishing undoubtedly lies in the seem
ing disparity between the means used and the end achieved, the 
triumph of skill simpliciter over mere force. A paltry little hook f 
of an inch long with a barb that requires good eyesight to perceive
it, stuck round with a few glittering colours ; a line not much 
thicker, though much stronger than packthread ; a rod so 
attenuated that it bends before the faintest puff of wind : this is 
the armament with which you have vanquished that silvery giant, 
who now lies palpitating on the shore and who, a little ago, in 
his own wonderful, beautiful, dreadful element, had the strength 
of a buffalo and the speed of a race horse. You could never con
quer him except by tempting the fool to destroy himself ; you have 
first cheated him, and then goaded him on to despair and suicide.
But with what suavity you treated him all through the struggle ! 
How liberal you were of line at his first rush, deferring to his 
airiest caprices. How you lowered your rod to him, as if in 
obeisance, when he made that compound spring into the upper 
air. With what keen observance you waited for him, as you saw 
him gathering up his faculties for another bolt, ending in a triplet

538
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_ silence deep. How you craved per- 
, , cH11 to recruit after his exercises, to take hack

.s—cw „P
slowlv on him more an» more pressure,till by “ he
all the field to himself, his brute intelligence taow
force of the words “Est quidam prod,re
ultra,” in other phrase, }™,ir™E daIta an,i sallies
control his motions, till, ait 1K t tbe sbore
with intermitted of
where you received him wit - lightness of the tackle
the little drama 2”^ o"f mean, and results ? and would
employed, ». e. on the disparity a h wayto ensure,

« »,... «,«„ judge f-

of leaps, a heavy plunge and

Light tackle we admit decline. One
present themselves which th p our py a fish for
evening there rolled up de F^Zi 'Lstev weapon of attack than 
which a harpoon would hav€' ^ break with a three pound

salmon we ever saw in the water,

Contests

which wasour puny gear 
strain. He was the largest on shore, and would have 

intended to seize the hook 
as a

have seen bigger 
Whether hethough we think we 

made short work with us. took his appearence
detrectation of battle 
On another occasion,

do not know, but weor to play, we
friendly hint to be off his ground
was owing to the lightness ol1 om' “ for unlimited line:
one of our party experience! < ■- seconds,—he
one hundred and hfty ^f"gtam ^ the air, and the 
had no more to give, the - ë anted to put pressureThe\Zi,T,,:;T,ggZl,wei^,mdf,ic-

him before the last turn of the reel was

: and our

fish was gone, 
on the brute ; but a 
tion might have arrested
", save to the ht,

SO fishing on the Restigouc satigfactorily from the shore or
One of these is that you cannot^fish sat^ ^ ^ beeomeg
even with safe wading. ^ g ^ ^ in your canoe as you
a necessity, and tho g ^ m encumbered with the effects
oZ ZZd .nut, Ld to light hi, battle, from .hi, posture),

A
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still, to throw a fly well and far needs that you stand to your work. ; 
“Impossible,” several people have said tous. “Notât all,” say 

Some of our party that had never been in a canoe before, 
stood as easily at the first trial as if they had been fishing from 
the shore. Of course accidents will happen. The sad upset in the 
Graspe. ending in the death of Mr. Macfarlane and his nephew 
Mr. Thompson, and two or three narrow escapes from the same 

the Matapedia and the others on the Eestigouche, this
But light clothing,

we.

fate, one on
summer, prove that they. do happen.
mocassins on the feet, the power of swimming and prudence— 
that above all—bring you as near to safety as seems compatible 
with the notion of sport : and always, in taking rapids, be 
guided by the advice of your Indians. Without an upset, 
however, no fishing excursion can be considered complete. One 
morning three of our party were tumbled out of their canoe ; but 
they were well within their depth, and the only grave disaster was 
the extinction of a pipe.

A greater drawback than the canoe difficulty, amounting in fact 
to a terror, is the pest of sand-flies. They are the guardians of 
the streams, the foes of the sportsman — compared with which the 
black-fly is modestly playful, and the mosquito not unfriendly— 
sent forth by the powers of darkness, which thereby prove their 
continued interest in mundane affairs. Their assults set in shortly 
before sunset and end shortly after sunrise. In a damp and sultry 
night, they attain their most infernal development. You 
“ smudge ” them in vain. Horses and Indians crowd around the 
camp fires, and compete for a position to leeward if there is a 
leeward.
of the injected smoke : the human countenance is vaguely discerned 
in various degrees of distortion with coughing, and apoplectic 
phenomena present themselves : the cure is nearly as bad as the 
disease. You court repose in veil and gloves: but unless you are 
a pachyderm, you will agonize through the night with these mi
croscopic foes. To some persons the punishment is very exquisite. 
We know the enemy of old. Long ago when fishing on the Cape 
Breton Margarie, with our friend, we remember with a feeling 
approaching to awe, their effects on him. He is a gently-spoken, 
kind-hearted man, who would with Uncle Toby open the window 
to liberate a blue bottle ; but, on the occasion referred to, he put 
a strain on the English language to supply him with words expres-

Inside the “ scow ” the darkness is cimmerian by reason

il
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oaths enough to 
was£ *r:s. * I1 th“:,iÇche, «-»-

worse than any of »„, part, bad ever ^

ZT*: ZZZZTZ our troubles, and s» 

heap ot blankets fmm^ “itly on the

« How are you off for flies,” said we. “ Oh !” was the rep y, 
“I can’t stand it: HI go home: what haveI don.: to’be: pun shed 
like this?” and springing up, he threw back his shirt, revea g 
chest on which the dies had evidently expended much =ar=M 
work; -look what the cusses have done. All the devil, on he 
river have been down on me. I’m a martyr, wn

x rr, 2
he proved .0 be,

In every sense, himself again. „sh a]| ove, with soap,
N. B After anight with the ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ tr, bl

concomitants of the

we

unrolled himself, 
floor.if

and rub it well in ; it’s

to the Canadian rivers, and genera. J ct yye
to the salmon-fisher, as showing him what ie P aggis_
cannot close our narrative without a wor a >ou , tWorthy : 
tants. They were excellent fellows, cheerful, ohhgmg, *
ready to ..p?„,e” or ..paddle” you

:.d;

these, we believe, would have sav ► (Micmacs). Their skill

s - ■ - * * ^ -

common

property as

a
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was sailing quietly about, preparatory to another rush. A few ^ 
yards below, was a tumbling rapid, which he would certainly make i 
for, and, where he would certainly have been lost ; and where, 
had the canoe ventured to follow, it must have been a case of 
sauve qui peut. Larry leant over the bow, with left hand waving 
instructions to his nephew, who was paddling in the other end, and 
in the right grasping a gaff, six or seven feet long. This was the 
state of things for two or three minutes. At length the canoe, 1 
which had been moving slowly, halted : closer down to the water 
went Larry’s head : slowly swung he round his armed hand, thrust
ing the gaff forwards and downwards until the butt reached no 
further than his elbow ; then there was a short pause, during which 
we held our breath, till Larry rose erect and held out his gaff with 
a twenty-four pounder, as it turned out to be, struggling on the 
iron. The fish had been gaffed securely, and at least four feet 
below the surface of the water :—a prodigious feat, as the salmon- 
fisher will recognize. Larry has, however, done a greater thing 
than this ; but we restrict our narrative to what we saw.

We left the Eestigoucbe, on our way to meet the “ Gulf 
Steamer ” at Dalhousie, casting some “ longing, lingering, looks 
behind,” and feeling that a pleasant recollection is an imperish
able good. Before the breaking up of our party, however—some 
of them were old and experienced hands—we made some enquiry 
into the past history of the salmon-fishings, both in the river pro
per, and in the tidal waters ; of which, in conclusion, we offer a 
summary for the consideration of all to whom these presents may 
come.

Forty or forty-five years ago, when net-fishing had not well 
begun, and the spear was almost the only weapon used by the few 
white men and the Indians alike, the fish were more abundant in 
the river than now. It is about thirty-seven years since net-fish
ing may be said to have commenced. At that time the legal season 
for killing salmon extended from the beginning of May till the 
middle of August; and the Quebec Fisheries Act prescribed a 
weekly “ open time ” (during which no fish might be caught) of 
thirty-six hours. For New Brunswick there was no corresponding 
prescription. The two sides of the river were under different laws. 
The consequence was that that law was not much regarded ; fish 
were captured in season and out of season with defiant assiduity- 
By the year 1858, i. e. in twenty-twp years, this method of lawless

542
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capture had reduced the annual supply of fish to a minimum, 
where it stood till the year 1865. Ten or fifteen years ago we

brother of the rod, you might nsn 
“ without seeing a fin, or get-

i
were told by more than one 
from the upper waters to the sea
ting a rise.” ,

In 1865, a system of protection was instituted, a warden was
appointed for the upper portion of the river, and so 
second year of his administration, the fish gave signs of increase. 
In 1868, the New Fishery Act came in force ; the wee y ope 
time of thirty-six hours was prescribed for both sides of the mer 
and, by as strict a surveillance as the circumstances permitted,
law has since been enforced. , , ~ .The result has been a rapid increase in the annual take of fish 
in the nets. Probably, it i. this year three t.mes as great as .t 
was five years ago, and equal to what it was m the first yeais

ÏÏVinZdÏgthe eWfisMngs below Dalbousie it must be at

W . —^^e^rpthe
fishier,, fo, the season was not half gone when the, foundtheir 

tins for the preserved

These facts surely testify to

This

evidently so good

all filled, and were driven to 
ing the remainder of their catch

fish from our rivers, tends,J^he emigrant choos- 

the country, and to ^ ?rQgvess 0f our country in popula-
ig his future home. increased accessibility of markets,

tion and wealth, and with t '“«"““° ,ysh,m 0f preservation,

Win assuredly Z ^« legislator, consider this, and let them 
not permit such stream, a. the Itestigouche to be made .telle by 
,ho,Lighted and lawle». cupidity. In Nova Scot,,, he goo», 
that laid the golden egg i, expiring; the ,ame may be said of

,
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some parts of New Brunswick. Thus—legislation, neglect, and 
sawdust have done the work. Shall this he allowed to go on ?

The fisheries at the mouth of the Restigouche are already very 
valuable. The steamers leaving Dalhousie for Quebec and Mon
treal are weighed down with endless boxes of preserved salmon. 
The trade is very large and must be very profitable already ; and 
its growth and increasing gains are due to the preservation of

X

the river.
In any other country the fishermen would pay handsomely for 

the privileges of netting. These must be worth many thousand 
pounds annually. Would it be believed that the annual rental 
of all the net-fishings amounts to only a few hundred dollars 
while public money pays the salaries of the river wardens. It 
just comes to this, that the Government make a present of a good 

thousand dollars annually to the happy fishermen of the
taxed to maintain onemany

Restigouche. In other words, the public are
in order that a set entirely different, who give no

equivalent, may have the opportunity of speedily enriching them
selves ! The only admissible extenuation of this abuse of public 
money is, that legislation is now only feeling its way and that
the present is a temporary arrangement.

While this indefensible boon has been conferred on the fisher
men that happen to be whites, what of the poor Indian ? 1 be
rights of aborigines, which British legislation has been wont to lay 
a gentle hand on—have received irreverent treatment. By a law 
passed in 1868, spearing salmon (the Indian’s method of capture) 
was made illegal : but a special permission to the Indians of 
the Restigouche, about three hundred in number, was granted by 
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries. They were allowed to spear 
for their own use, but not for sale, over about sixty miles of the 
river. The restriction seemed reasonable ; but year after year the 
ground over which their privilege extended has been lessened, till 
in 1871 they were restricted to the waters below Matapedia. In 
1873 the privilege has altogether been taken away! And now, 
for an Indian to be found with a speared salmon, though the

swimming past his wigwam or cottage in thousands, is a pun
ishable offence. White men, his neighbours, take them by the 
hundred in their nets. It is hard for the “ untutored mind to 
8ee the justice and beneficence of this arrangement.

But let us do the Government justice. If we wish to “ extenu-

fish

are
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down ought in malice.’ 
withdrawn from the , 

five
ate nothing,” neither would we “ set
This year, when the fishing privileges ,hmpnt ” gave
Indians of the Bestigouche, the “ ^ ^ in the Indians’
hundred dollars for the t™*™ " ; sold, and the pro
behalf. The salmon >»«»m „,e selected
coeds divided -on. the ^ J t]ie neto were to

’ free of cost, when one night in June tie 
’ Can one wonder at the poor fellows 

treatment they had 
in this

were

for placing the nets 
have been superadded 
stakes were cut down.
expressing their resentment and doing s0
received at the hands of t disadvantage: for the

EC°n of fisCwMcV is usually the best, were over,

before the stakes were restoredjd the
and prudence are often £o tha’t would come to
us, didn’t care for the pal 7 * U ted the salmon and loved 
them from the sale of the fis prizeg his. We sympa-
their sport as dearly as tt savans say is
«me with them. If the mst.nct of sport, wh. ^ ^

heinthechUdrencftp

correction, the g expect to see the
further only say that he fairly

and rights of all parties will be fairly 
Canadian rivers shall he 

week ; when

simple way? 
chances of the first run

a fork or with an
length than we 
worthy authority, 
be subject to 
impugned. We will 
time when the interests
consulted; when the “ open hours per
extended from thirty-six t< ) , revenue to the country,
the net-fishing will yield »» ^“t ,ndL will, under reason-
while the fisherman prospers^ gportj and supply his
able restriction, rejoice 1 Hme-hallowed spear; and when in 
simple wants by the use o m£mv more brethren of the rod
our summer tours, we s a *yye believe that the rivers
than we are wont now to e™'ou meet au these requirements, 
of Canada, properly care ^ ’gmaii,g flight, and the people’s 
and still preserve, 0f cheap and exquisite fish dm-
nddrS6”of being in the very front rank of the salmon- 

rivers of the world.
GG
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A PLOT WITHIN A PLOT;
OR,

THE MYSTERIES OF THE DOG’S NOSE.

CHAPTEE XXIV.
E will venture to intrude on another conference, shorter 
and more guarded than the one we have just detailed :— 

one that took place between Délavai and his sister, while the former 
was in progress.

We have noted Marie’s abrupt departure from the room when 
the words were uttered,—“ The child found still alive is Madeline, 
your true niece.” Words cannot describe the wrath, the concen
trated passion that burned luridly in the blazing eye, and hissed 
through the set teeth of the baffled and detected adventuress.

She stood there in the dim light of the corridor with her beauti
ful but evil face all convulsed, and her lithe, superb figure thrown 
into an attitude, graceful always, but speaking in every line the 
rigidity of rage.

For her counterpart, picture to yourself Athaliah, the Israelitish 
queen, when confronted by the child Joash,—escaped alone of all 
the murdered seed-royal,—with the nation around him, shouting, 
“ God save the King ! ”

Was not this too a dethroned queen ? Were it not for very 
pride, she too would have rent to tatters her silken robes, and 
shrieked out into the startled night, “ Treason ! treason !”

Délavai came upon her in her rage. She turned raving upon 
him ; even lifted her hand to smite him. The raised hand was 
caught firmly ! Coldly, almost contemptuously, he looked down 
upon her.

“Ah! no need to ask if you have failed!” said he, dragging 
her after him to her own apartment, flinging her down, almost 
with violence, on a lounge, and then closing and double-locking 
the door in the face of the inquisitive house-keeper, who had just 
been in time to catch the latter part of this scene.

“ No need to tell me you have failed ! ” he repeated savagely. 
“ All your pretty little finessing trickery, what is it worth now ? 
Paf ! It is gone, like that cobweb.”

He was striding up and down the- carpet now, gesticulating, 
foaming, furious.

w I

rs
i.
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The sight of that fur, calmed, but did not 
the contra,,, it seemed but to nerve he, courage. She rose,

ihi^'”-r.definitively a combat à l'outrance. It is 
to be destroyed.”

“‘War to the

t

is simplified. It is
now a war of extermination. They or we are

” said the Frenchman.

now

“ Yes : I like that better : 
knife ’—that is my motto.barely two hours hence—you remember 

and it must be deci-“This night then; .
What I told you?—battle will be delivered,

understandreplied he. «If these
people corne, ,e ma, do something. But there „ another

if the prisoners will consent to escape.
mon ami ! I have changeutawe W*U‘ n0* longer assist them, 

very glad to escape, if they can, tQ escape. Look to it,
On the contrary, not one mus rPVene-e ”need of them al! for m, revenge^ ^

We will make them-,
“ Bah,

Adolphe. I have
“But, Marie, still I do not

ensure the exposé we wish to avoid. him a Lady Mac-
“ You are obtuse, bel arm ; and sne nxe

“ I tell you, I do not comprehend your 
his eyes shifted uneasily beneath her smurf» ^
I fling my tongue to the dogs. a ui gleam of a tigress’ 

The girl bent towards lam, an m behind her hand one
flashing eyes, and bared tee , 
word into his ear.

drift in the least;” and 
« I—in short, 

Marie ?”

he recoiled.Hardened as he was, even
No! That is too horrible. Besides, it is altogether too

“ No ;
uncertain.”

“ You must make it certain ; 
tunate conjunction of circumstances ^

looking up gloomily.
“ And now : ” resumed he, ,

blundered all through the piece.

” she insisted. “ The same for- 
will never occur again. We

“ where is that precious grandfather
I will shoot

of yours ? He has „
him like a mangy hound, if he fail me now.

P 
£
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A few seconds later, and the two conspirators had parted on 
their several missions of mischief.

I

You and I, courteous reader, may as well make our rounds 
whilst we are about it.

We are divided in opinion, though, which way we will direct
our footsteps.

The sounds of roystering merriment ascend from the Hall, 
where the soldiers, not on active duty, their prisoner Barney, and 
,his whilom judge, McWhirter, are fraternally carousing together. 

Doubtless the unlucky Scot has been elevated into a convenient
For the factor’starget for the exercise of Barney’s coarse wit. 

voice is raised high in querulous and nasal dissonance : whilst the 
rollicking hoarse laugh of the red-coats, and the rich, rolling 
brogue of the Irishman, together with the clinking and clattering 

'•of glasses and pewters form a pleasant accompaniment and a ready
chorus.

But we will resist the temptation to linger awhile and hear the 
joke ; for is not that the voice of sobbing that sounds from 
Madeline’s apartment ?

We are told on high authority, “ It is better to go to the house 
of mourning than to the house of feasting : ” and none would ever 
think of neglecting the charge of the preacher, could he always 
set before us such charming illustrations of the abandonment of 
grief as that which we now descry on opening the door in question.

What has happened ? To use the vernacular,—Has there been 
a spat between the brother and sister ?

Surely nothing so vulgar. Only it looks very like it. Here is 
Maddie shaking like a reed before a storm, with gusty sighs, and 
showery sorrow, and clinging with white arms and caressing cheek 
round her big brother’s neck,—whilst a torrent of disclaimers,-and 
excuses, and repentance, and caresses is surging over her helpless 
victim. And he, it is plain, has yielded to his fate with com
mendable resignation.

“ Oh, Reginald I What will they think of me ? That horrid, 
horrid creature,—to put such a notion in the old gentleman s head, 
as if 1 wanted his son. And Oh I Isn’t he a dear, to stand up tor me 

he does ? But I won’t stay here another minute,—that I won’t.” 
“ You wouldn’t like to leave Calvert without bidding him good 

bye, would you ?” said her brother mischievously.

as

61
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“ There now, don't laugh at me, please. But, O^I . 
dear old fellow ! you are worth forty thousand of them any da,, 
and I love you beyond all the world beside -::r rm ",r ^ ^
“f - "7% z: tr,
ZJTcrZZltUoHpdown^hM.^;

he acquitted himself very oredlta^J tears of the little
by replying, as- He wiped away the ta g
witch beside him :

“ There now ; there now ! 
nicer; and I’ll not grudge you to him 
the world will play mad with me when you

Comtesse ?”
“ Don’t

Of course it will be a thousand times- 
ingle bit. But who in 

become Madam la

never can leave

and swollen face, put an end'to the
A, long and anxious discussion ensue^ ^ present emergency, 

men, as to the best course t P especially as their

one s

break my heart, Regie ; you know you

the two gentle-

I

CHAPTER XXV.

fascination for Délavai in the Dog’s Nose.
Apparently there is , d

He has business Hc^agam mg gee dodging oneanother

strangely like him, and his voice soon settles

seem.

At least one 
in the gloom, seems 
the doubt.

He is in a 
tions :

villainous humor, to judge by his muttered ejacula-

t
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idiot ! He will spoil all by his cursed 
is he afraid of? Whom does he take me for?

“ The dolt ! The
nonsense 1 What 
Hisf holloa there! It is I:” he calls out in a suppressed voice. 
“ Stop, I say, Barillot ! The ass! He is afraid of his own
shadow.” TheIt is true. “ The wicked fleeth when no man pursueth.” 
wretched fugitive, alone with his terrors, hears in every rustle of a 
leaf, much more in this stealthy fall of a human foot, the avenger 
of blood on his track.

At last he is brought to bay.
the last verge of the rock at the extreme southern

His back is to the surging billow,

his foot is on 
point of the promontory.

Délavai, advancing, hears through the darkness the ominous
click of a gun-hammer being cocked.

The case is imminent. An instant more, and the fool will fire 
on his friend. He pulls out and waves his white handkerchief,
and utters in a louder tone :

“ It is I ; Délavai.”
At last he thinks he may venture to advance. But the moment 

enough to discern clearly, he experiences an involuntaryhe is near
shiver.

In the eyes of Barillot, there is the sombre hostility of flight,
They are the eyes 

the gaping gun-barrel.
which there is in fear.and all the menace 

of a hunted wolf that glare at him over
Bristly, tattered and skulking, restless and shivering, this

is dangerous to encounter.
Desperation does not discriminate, 

than hostility itself. „
Hostility pauses to pick out its foe. Despair strikes at the first

man

It is more to be dreaded t

comer.
Délavai realized all this in a breath. In that breath the gun- 

hammer fell; the cap snapped: he might safely break within the

guard now.
Fear and cowardice are akin. Both are merciless.
Was this the reason that, as he rushed in upon and grappled 

with the wretch, Délavai was not content with merely throwing 
Jiim down, but he must also kick and stamp upon him?

wretch had frightened him ; and a coward cannot forgive
.& fright. ,

Probably also, Délavai reasoned just as does the keeper of a

The
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without mercy the brute that has

that the brute be kept well under, if he

ven-
menagerie, who castigates 
tured to turn on him. 

You see it is necessary
" ** „ heast r gays Délavai mughly. when he find, the

re up, Y lvine unresistingly under his blows.poor macerated wretch ly^g ^ ^ pnlling gome broken

victuals outofhis pocket, he throws them to the miserable being,
jl

as to a dog.
And like a ,n„pped vomeiomly
Ge.ntwh«"^^
telligibly.

“ I verily believe 
looking attentively at him.

“ See. Here is drink, you 
Barillot. “ You shall have enoug

The flask was greedily drained to the last drop. ^ gurface. 
At length some latent manhood was Joug 

The ruffian started ^“^r, what your work

bl0°drLdeht; yoTeverlonl ? Why, your old 

“Pshaw! after aU, wi sh/made on6 corpse at least. The 
brigand of a wife did mm > _ fiuette the Comtesse de
pretty affair! And am 1 ^ No> n0, Jacques.
Courtenaye at my own sole iadv 0f her.”
You must make it worth my white to ma ghe can

“ Ah ! If it is to help to;^tee’vehshe8! Poor Lisette ! If you 
bind me with one of her si *e 3 Grande dame now.”
wonldonlycnmeha-ka-d^^ ,emp1eI t0 hi,

“That is just it. They kiHed her; and they have
other child to chase out Marie, and take her

clutching vaguely about him, the 
take in the idea. At last, as he 
his hands, and gave a roar like a

11 that!” said he, and off he rushed with

a whipped hound, Barillot 
at the

said Délavai,the old fool is getting crazy

held out tobrute!” and a flask was
h to make you drunk when your

!

“ What, more 
means : more

'

“ Lisette will never come 
brought back that 
place.”

With glaring eye 
half-frenzied wretch strove to 
grasped it, he leaped, flung up

and claws

wild beast.
“ We will soon stop a 

his gun at the trail.
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With difficulty Délavai kept up with him.
They had need for all their speed too. Others besides them

selves had held their rendezvous at the Dog’s Nose that night. 
Barillot’s inconsiderate cry had drawn attention ; and though no 
counter-challenge had been heard, Délavai had the vague 
tion of one who is being followed.

He stopped an instant to listen. Yes, there they come ! That 
is the rapid beat of many rushing footsteps ; and those are the 
audible pantings of labouring respiration.

Away, away ! No time for lingering now !
“ They are after us !” he hisses in the ear of his confederate.
A few furlongs more ; and at last Delaval’s horse is reached.
In an instant he is in the saddle ; his companion seizes hold of 

the mane ; and they are off with redoubled speed.

sensa-

1

Marie’s sagacity has not failed her. Eleven has scarcely struck, 
when she hears in rapid succession the clatter of a horse’s hoofs, 
the hoarse challenge of the sentry, and the wild response in her 
brother’s voice :

“ To arms ! They*are upon us ! ”
All the inmates of the dwelling have retired. Only from the 

roisterers in the Hall, are heard at intervals, occasional bursts of
revelry.

At the first challenge, the men half-sobered, spring for their 
Délavai, bursting in, cries :weapons.

“ Look to your prisoners, men. In five minutes they will be
here.”

With the steadiness of men on dress-parade, the sergeant mar
shals his little troop. Two are told off to guard against any 
attempt at escape from the interior, 
the terrace, whose parapet forms an admirable breast-work round 
three sides of the house. The outlying pickets are called in and 
stationed to guard the stables and out-buildings, thus completing 
the cordon round the dwelling.

Not a moment too soon are these arrangements accomplished. 
An approaching clamor, momently growing more distinct, is heard. 
The domestics, pale and frightened, rushed forth from their apart
ments into the common hall. Harvey and Calvert amongst 
them, make for the door ; but the troopers on guard crossed their 
weapons, barring the exit. In a respectful tone they answer to

The rest issue forth and line

(i
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Calvert’s angry remonstrance that they are acting under orders, 
and moreover they request the gentlemen to retire to their own 
rooms, where they will be secure. After a moments hesitation, 
the two friends turn on their heels, Calvert to make his way to 
the side of his exhausted and slumbering parent, and Harvey to 

p and down the long corridor, and from time to time to peerpace u

b, this timeand thus
unpleasantly disturbed in his cups, was weakly wringing bis hands
and bewailing himself.

“ Wae’s me, wae’s me 
brunt, an’ slain. What set ye,
mell wi’ ither fowk’s bizness?” . . , ... .

Barney, who had been sitting quietly in bis ongmtd pos-tmnat 
the board, ever since the alarm, here essayed a word of consol - 
lion ; but it must be confessed, somewhat after the fash,on of Job s

! what’s this o’t ? We’se a’ be harried, an’ 
Saunders McWliirter, to mak or

comforters.“Thrue for yer h.ner; ye'd best have kept jet spoon for■ yer 
Ye’re like to get it scaldin hot now, 111 be bound.

let them shoot me, will ye.
the consoling reply.

Ye’ll nivir

own stirabout.
“ Oh, Maister Bralligan, ye winna h 
“Niver a ha’porth o’ fear, man!”

The boys wouldn’t waste shot on the likes av ye?,. 
lave the wurruld till ye get a lift in it, me spwl Its the yard av 
lump, an’ the lape from the lafeless tree that’s to fit ye out for 

But maybe the boys wouldn't be again accom-
wliin wanst the

was

your long home.
modhatin yez wid a bit av divarshin that way,
%oLosh"m»n; it', no bangin' ,e moon, is it?" said the trem
bling Scot with every particular red hair of him stand,ng on end

—Md „
crash of musketry sobehind the heavy oaken stair-case for protection.

Only Barney sat impassible to outward seeming, but eagerly
listening neverthéless.

His practised ear distinguished wrth accuracy the 
and scattered pattering of the assailant, from the regulars steady
and measured volleys. , ,,

A rilsh had evidently been made and repelled : for he heard the
sergeant’s hoarse call.

more distant

—
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“ Well done, boys ! Give it to the cowardly rebels. Give it 
■’em again ! ”

A hearty cheer from the
a wild shriek in a woman’s voice rung out clear and distinct above 
the din.

Who had uttered it? None in the Hall, it was evident. The 
bevy of women, grouped together in affright, looked round 
each other with glances startled anew.

There was a sound of hasty footsteps running along the upstairs 
hall, and immediately a voice in manly tones shouted,

“ Fire, fire ! Help for the women !”
What has occurred ?
Madeline in her night-robe was kneeling at her evening prayer. 

Her golden veil of hair half hid her face, and shrouded her alabas
ter shoulders. A noise behind her made her halt turn. An evil 
face glared at her from the window embrasure. It was Mane. 
With one hand she held the casement half open. Her voice was

responded. But at the instantmen

on

husky and hissing.
“ Ah ! ” said she, “ Doubtless you are very fair ; but I will spoil 

your beauty for you !”
Then from her free hand came flying in an object that, missing 

the girl but by a hair’s breadth, crashed with the shiver ot breaking 
glass against the bedpost. A mocking laugh, and the casement 
was shut down ; then the fiendish visage was gone. Paralyzed 
with terror, the child still knelt in the same attitude ; till stifling 
fumes and then flames breaking out all around her, and a sudden 
intolerable agony of burning round her naked knees made her 
start up with that shriek of anguish that had startled the dwelling.

Beyond this she new nothing.
Nitro-glycerine would have been 

its effects. Probably vitriol 
action, and its inextinguishable tortures.

suddenly destructive in 
preferred, because of its slower

more
was

CHAPTER XXVI.

Harvey, through the painted window of the corridor, had been 
absorbed in watching the struggle outside. Not until roused by 
the voice of his sister was he conscious of a growing heat and a 
.stifling in the air. As he rushed to the door of her suite of rooms 
he found it looked. He called ; a stifled ary-was his only answer.
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fast. A second timeAnother dbor and another he tried : all 
his alarm-shout sounded :

were

ke, quick, men ! Help me break open“Help,help! For God’s
the doors. They are all locked. , ,, f

A crash, and then the ominous crackle of fire, and a vo y 
smoke rolling downwards emphasized the summons.

“Come lads!” shouted Barney to the two soldiers, who as they 
had covered him with their pieces,— 1 ou re

in their beds, are

sa

saw him starting up 
not the men to stand by and let women burn

ye?”And he started up the broad staircase at a mu, cicely Mowed 
h, the two brave fellows, to whose heart, h„ appeal had come

straight home.
They were but half way up,

‘uif"”»„“r:e«.ed amid horrible grinding,»* 

door the instant it was left unguarded. But what of the other
amiJ this Gehenna of rum and

Booming explosions resounded at intervals nom ’
blast after blast of bursting flame and flashing fire-clouds soared

a1^—with one accord had dropped 

in presence of this awful catastrophe, friends an

byThdeef,ieze-=o.tti rebels, and the red-coat supporter, of law »od 
order stood in mute, pale horror, gas.ng upwards at the 

spectacle, without thought of further stn e.
There is life still there somewhere, nevei 

and a woman’s shrieks are faintly hear .
There is a rush round to the rear of the building. _
“Help! help, for the love of Heaven!” shouts a voice from

above.

when suddenly with a roar like a 
from its foundations.

fated ones

Hoarse cries

re raised, and there, hanging by the blistering balcony, 
clasping to his bosom, a female formAll eyes

the lurid glare shews
swathed in white night-robes. , f

of golden hair is streaming on the fiery breath of
sheet of living flame ; and the forked

a man

Her shower
the conflagration like a

«a
t

-
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tongues are plucking at them, and the Billowing gusfs of smoke 
are wreathing them round, as if they feared to lose so precious a 
prey.

“ Haste, haste ; they are falling ! Will no one break the shock ?” 
cry voices in the crowd.

“ Well done, Sergeant! They are all right now!” shout the 
multitude.

The ready-witted soldier has dragged a sturdy peasant directly 
under the pair, has hid him “hold hard ahead;” while with iron 
gripe he himself holds by the tail the long-skirted garment of tough 
frieze.

And so they are let gently to the ground, with no broken bones— 
thank God ! although both are sadly scorched ; and the poor 
child Madeline, half-naked, and more dead than alive, is borne off 
in tender women’s arms. Hurrah, hurrah ! Two saved, at least ! 
But the rest ? Ah !

What is here, though ?. A flaming, frizzled-up mass, shapeless, 
horrible,—but witli a groan in it still—rolls out of this lower 
window to their feet. Work, men, work ; there’s life in him yet ! 
Heavy coats are torn off by merciful hands, and swathed round 
and round the charring lump of humanity, that some red rags 
mark out as once a foe. But no matter for that. Misfortune 
makes the whole world kin. Another saved : Hurrah! But the 
rest—the rest! What of them ?

“The master, the master ! Oh wirra, wirra!—an’ the handsome 
boy wid the angel-face !"—-wail the women.

Ah ! What is that moving on the ridge-pole of the Conservatory 
yonder ? A wild shout from fifty throats hails the sight.

It is the gallant boy staggering along under the burden of his 
wounded, fever-spent and helpless parent ; like Æneas of old, 
bearing off the feeble Anchises from the ruins of burning Troy.

God knows how he had got there. Probably it was the only 
path of safety within reach of the window to which he had drag
ged his father.

Steady, boy, steady !—and.be quick too; for the fierce heat is 
fusing the iron girder, and the frail support is bending beneath 
the pair.

Ah ! Is he down ? No : only a slip. He drags out his lacerated 
limb from the cruel, cuttiùg glass, and continues painfully to 
crawl along towards the-further end of the hot-house, where they

$
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mounting to lend him a, are nearing a ladder, and gallant men 
'helping hand with his precious load.

But ha! What cry is that?—a scream as of a wounded pan- 
inarticulate cry, full of horror, of warning, of menace, of

are

ther ; an
dTshJt! And the youth in turn echoes the piercing shriek reels, 

knees and elbows though ! But the figure, 
his back, flings up its hands wildly to the

and falls : only on his 
hitherto motionless on 
fiery heavens.

Good God ! Is murder abroad too, mingling with the horrors of

the night ?

IttnL'veX rinpo” •— s "* “ “n”7t£T
scathed form that cashes through the crystal wal1, at a bound. 
And there follow the whirl and the rush of men ,n 
conflict, a storm of imprecations, demon-forms glanc.ng to and fro,

and closing in the death-grapple. ,
Hell seem, broken loose beneath the affnghted youth who 

do no more now but cling on to bis fra,1 sway,ng support, 
hot breath of the fire is a few yards only behind 1mm 
blood from the lifeless form above him is trickling down ,
and mingling in a purple stream with his own. Murder is leaping 
athimlombeJ A vertigo seizes him. Everything is wir
ing round. But he still instinctively keeps his hold. He mus 
fi— ~ for life-dear life,-a life dearer than his own !

A roar of rage from the multitude rouses his fainting

What has happened ? u has lasted probably
The struggle is over beneath hi 

only a few seconds: it seems a lifetime to him. 
stream of dim figures dashing off into the darkness, an y g

/"“■'a female form

estai. —nP * a*
ness.

can
The

The hot

on

He marks a

and recommences his weary labour. Ah,
So he rallies once more, 

happy if it be not all useless now !
kind hands that seized hold of the spent stripling, 

so well. Gently they lowerThey were 
and the precious burden he had borne 
them down, both alike helpless now.
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The youth has fainted ; and the father,—Is there life in him 
yet? They cannot tell. So they hear them lovingly side by side 
to the nearest shelter, the gate-keeper’s Lodge,—where Madeline
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has been carried before them.
another sad procession has wended ; andInto the next room

there rises the wild wail of a woman’s sorrow.
It is no other than poor Biddy weeping 

disfigured form of her bold but unfortunate Barney.
He had run the gauntlet of the burning mass,

he touchingly observes ; but had been borne down

the blistered andover

to win at the

master,” as 
into the whirling Maelstrom of fire.

How it was, he knew not. But it seemed as if he had waded 
of clinging flame, that gnawed wherever itthrough a very _ -

touched the quivering flesh; till at last he had blundered on a
cellar-way that opened upwards into the conservatory.

It all came on' him in a flash. The murderous wretches had 
used this means of ingress to tire the spirit-cellar, and blow up

ocean

the house 
Yes : ass he crawled through this only avenue of escape, his first 

of two masked assassins taking deliberateglance shewed him 
aim at his victims on the roof.

His was the cry averting them of their danger; and it was his 
writhing form that Harvey saw, charred, seared and scarred out 
of all semblance of humanity, ramping like a half-crushed worm, 
and clenching his teeth in the leg of one howling ruffian, whilst 
the American with naked hands engaged the other.

The villains were too quick for them though, disabled as they 
were ; and before help could come they had got clear off. Not so 
quickly though but what their unsuccessful assailants made them 

other than Délavai, and his murderous tool, Baril o •

one

out to be none
(To be continued.)

WORK OF THOMAS 
BRASSEY.

BY REV. M. HARVEY, ST. JOHN’S, N. F.

NE of the most instructive and pleasant biographies which ^ 

has been my fortune to peruse for a length of time, is “ 1
Life of Thomas Brassey.” I have been so impressed with its co 
tents that I should like to make such of the readers o

THE LIFE ANI)

O
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not have met with the book sharers 
The writer is Sir ArthurMaritime Monthly ” as may

in the pleasure I havefellOn Coaeoil, the well known
Helps, Secretary to Her ^ lltl„, works which
author of “ Friends m Council, and nume uR
have taken rank among the standards of English literal „ 
permission," Sir Arthur dedicated his Life of Thomas B as», to
Her Majesty, Queen Victoria^ tTL , de^

s^pathy'^Thouring classes than you. Majesty or an, 
heartfelt interest in every thing that con- 

cerns their habits, thei, education, and their genera, welfare ” 
This is no empty compliment from Sir Arthur Helps, but t e 
statement of a simple truth regarding onr good Queen 
author adds, “Your Majesty will find «bat the at « • Bra.», 

of labour after your Majesty s own
the well-being of those who served under

, never keeping.
tmn of a master m such • ^ & ^ f„ great, between the

|i

one who takes a more

heart :
was an employer 
always solicitous for 
him ;

to diminish the distance
"fctetreTaUhtman of whom Sir Arthur Helps could 

frite to the Queen, in such terms must ^h"°a
man. And in truth, if a man us to be =s » b the telt 
nsefu, work he doe, in the woHd-^^ __ ^ Mgl estim,M of

him among the world’s benefactors.
which have

interests of mankind — then 
Thomas Brassey, and number
He led the way in those vast industrial en erprises ^ ^sxs; z »—r sof modem society, and advance ^^““'wh^

these ^™2™dTotmpletion many of the

which thou-

we

great pioneer in 
skill, energy and enterprise
most extensive and important lines of railway, 
sands are now whirled every hour, with speed and safety 
Thomas Brassey. From 1834, when the 
on an extensive scale, first commenced m England, fall 1870 Mi.

encased, jn conjunction with others, in the construc- 
countries ; and the amount of work 

Six closely printed 
occupied with a list which contains

over
was

Brassey was
tion of railways in various 
thus accomplished by 
pages of his biography

I i
him was enormous.

are
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of the lines he constructed, either single-handed,merely the names ,

or in partnership with others. On summing up, J find that the 
number of miles of railway which he thus laid down was 

6 478. When one tries to imagine the enormous amount of wor 
involved in such an extent of railways—the tunnels, the viaducts, 
the bridges-the quantities of wood and iron reqmred-the 
station-houses and locomotives—we can at least see that the man 
who organized the labour and guided the operations of the wor - 

n and brought the whole to a successful issue, must have been 
of the greatest “ Captains of Industry ” which the nineteenth 

century has produced. His monument is the vast iron roads in 
England, France, Italy, Austria, Denmark, India, Australia, 
Canada, and South America, which were constructed by his eneigy, 
ability, and perseverance. No king or conqueror can boast of such 
a memorial of a laborious, useful life, spent in the construction ot 
great works which have already greatly advanced the civilization 
of the world, and the ultimate result of which no one can predic .
I look upon Thomas Brassey as a typical or representative man o 
the great toiling, earth-subduing race to which he belonged— îe 
mighty Saxon workers, whose indomitable industry has brought 
the British Isles from the condition of forest and swamp into tha 
of a fair garden, covered with cities and palaces, oversprea wi 
iron roads, along which fire-breatliing steeds career, and telegrap is 
which flash intelligence on the lightning’s pinion—the race 
which have formed an Indian Empire in the East, and thrown o 
an American Republic, and a semi-independent Dominion in the 
West, dotted the globe with colonies, bridged the roaring Atlantic 
with steamboats, and stretched along its bed a gigantic coil 
through which thought speeds between the Old \\oild and th 
New. If we honour the wondrous industry which has done a 
this—the faculty which has grappled with the great forces o 
nature, and chained them to the car of progress, and transformed 
them into obedient servants,—the patient eneigy w ne i n 
pierced the mountain and enabled man to defy the tempest-tossed 
ocean, then we must admire in Thomas Brassey the finest living 
embodiment of this Anglo-Saxon energy and genius for labour. 
Work was the very atmosphere in which he lived and breat ie • 
He cared absolutely nothing about rank or title or social posi l • 
To the ordinary ambitions of life he was completely indifferent. 
«His great ambition ” says Sir Arthur Helps, “ his ruling passion,

total

me
one

1
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. y. :,rb reputation for skill, integrity 
îf I may so express it, was to wm a 1 g P contractor for public
and success in the difficult voca *° fepow_Countrymen, and by
works: to give large employment ^ t() knit together foreign
means of British labour an according to his view of it,
countries, and to promote cmlizati , ^ =f tMs great leader
throughout the world.” uc wa ^ ^ his whole life fur-

ent of affairs,

The Life an

nished ample pro

had much intercourse \n , , and 0n one occasion, at a
introduction of railways m o u yjr. Braa9ey is one of
grand dinner given in his »>»>“> .^aded, cautious, yet-most 
the most remarkable men Ikn™’ faithfully. We never
enterprising, and fulfilling ns ^]d make a splendid Minister 
have a difficulty with him. -H if report be true, he
of Public Works; and he added, | aUy well.” This was 
understands the Finance epar 0^er testimonies regarding
high praise from such aquar e Emperor of the French,

not wanting. The „ remarkabie, pre-
whose shrewdness in estimating c m ^ ^ the Cross of the
sented the English Captain o ^ appreciation of his
Leg!,» of Honour, as “ .“*£e“‘ch : end the Empem,
services in connection wi Cross of the lion
of Austria, for .
Crown.

his worth were

his financial 
fortune which 

It is very

Cavour, aboutremark of Count 
r doubt, to the immense

of his lifetime.
little for money in

The laughing
abilities, had reference, no
Mr. Brassey accumulated m th very
striking to find that a man w dealings, and never made it
itself, who was most liberal m millionaire, should, almost in 
an object of his life to beconi‘ illionB sterling. Few people
spite of himself, accumulât q{. money means. Suppose
have a definite idea o w a ^ containing one million of
à man were set down e °r the whole should be his provided 
sovereigns, and were o what frantic efforts he would
he counted the sum before he > P > , But it would be all in
make to keep aW&^ “t0 right on, counting at the rate of a 
vain. Supposing fJihJ days and three nights, he would 
sovereign each seem ,

HH
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find, at the end of that time, that he had only got as far as £259,- 
000, or somewhat over a quarter of the pile, and that he must 
keep awake eleven days and three hours altogether, to complete 
the work. To count the six millions accumulated by Mr. Brassey 
a man would have to spend about five months counting sovereigns, 
at the rate of one per second, and devote twelve hours each day to 
the task — an employment which would probably give him a 
“ scunner ” at gold for the remainder of his life. After all, money 
is a great power, in its way. Some one has forcibly remarked 
that “ though poverty is no disgrace it is confoundedly incon
venient at times.” It is easy to scoff at the millionaires, or to 
commiserate their unhappy lot : but, at the bottom of our hearts, 
we cannot help respecting them, and if we only got a chance, we 
would not mind incurring the odium which all men must encounter 
who get rich, and we would try to bear it patiently. After all, it 
is difficult to see how men could spend their time more harmlessly 
than in the accumulation of wealth. However selfish they may 
be, they cannot do so without benefiting others, for capital is one 
of the great moving powers of the world ; and in due time, the 
largest accumulations are sure to be distributed.

The world would be a very different place, if all men who 
become rich acquired their wealth in such an honourable way as 
Thomas Brassey, and accomplished so much good in the process. 
Sir Arthur Helps attributes his immense accumulation of wealth 
to two causes. One was the small extent of his personal expenses. 
“ He was a man who hated all show, luxury and ostentation. He 
kept but a moderate establishment, which the increase of his means 
never induced him to extend.” This, however, was comparatively 
an unimportant matter ; the immense extent of his business was 
the chief source of his wealth. “ That extent,” says his biogra
pher, “ was gained not only by his intellectual qualities, but by 
his moral qualifications. Other men were very desirous of dealing 
with a man who was not only of known skill in his work, but who 
was of good repute for uprightness, for promptitude, and for going 
through thoroughly with anything which he had once begun. He 
never haggled or disputed, or sought by delay to weary people 
into his terms. His transactions were frank, distinct and rapid ; 
and there was no man who could less abide any loss of time, in 
the completion of any of his enterprises. The success of such a 
person is almost inevitable. As one of his enthusiastic admirers,
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who had been employed by him from the tat, and who knew Inm 
well, was wont to say, “ If he’d been a parson he d have been a 
bishop ; if a prize-fighter he'd have had the belt. It ts suipns-
ing to .earn ‘“"LTota.o^S ‘tZZI 

whole,‘thepefeentage of profit which accrued to him on all h.s 
enterprises was but the moderate amount of three per cent. He 
laid ont about seventy-eight million, of other people " money ; and 

that outlay retained

i • ri i)Uf by no means wholly limited to the construe- turn, were chiefly tat by^ |limselfand took prominent part

his long industrious career ^tadered to mankind. Hi,
of a colossal fortune, bu gr that during his
habitual liberality may be judged ot Dy
lifetime he gave away the S by n0 means an eventful

The'1Je;f°UtaC"^: incident,! hut it doe, 
one, and furnishes very ^ outline of it may be given
suggest many important November 7th, 1805,
in „ few word,. His family
at Buerton, m the parish o over with William
was an ancient one, his ancestois av re8ided on a small
the Conqueror. For nearly six at Bulkely, in
landed property of three or o stock, of the middleCheshire Thus he came of a good »™^djtock, ^ ^ ^

class of English enervated by luxury, nor yet,
knowledge, but which ^ thought itaelf out.” It is
as Sir Arthur Helps pu ■ > eminent men of former days
remarkable how tew descent an . Like a slowly developing,

to be found among - long ages, to produce its
plant, a family seems some 1 ’ T1)e jnfusion of fresh blood, of
be't Nrw«rwttanf»H»honr. -d bodie, not eihau.ted by

if a family is to go on

upon
rest of his gigantic fortune arose

are now

producing remarkableminds 
luxury, is necessary,
men.
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\fter receiving a good education at school, in Chester, young 
Brassey was, at the age of sixteen, articled to Mr. Lawton, a land 
surveyor and agent. With Mr. Lawton he soon became a great 
favourite, and, at the age of twenty-one, was taken into partner
ship, and went to reside at Birkenhead. On Mr. Lawton s ckath, 

Brassey succeeded him as agent and representative of Mi. 
Price, who owned the whole of the land on which the populous 
and thriving town of Birkenhead now stands. Here he^ reside 
for eight years, and acquired great experience in directing the 
progress of that thriving place. The bent of a man s whole life is 
often determined by what we call accident-the mere turning of 

■with the young land agent at Birkenhead.
inventor of the locomotive, 

some

young

So it wasa straw.
One day Mr. George Stephenson, the
called on Mr. Brassey, for the purpose of inquiring after 
stone for a viaduct on the Manchester and Liverpool ^lwaj- 
the first railway for passenger traffic ever constructed. They went 
out together to examine a certain quarry of which Brassey had the 
management. Stephenson must have divined something of the 
high qualities of his young companion, during their walk, for he 
soon after sought to engage him in railway making. Under hi 
advice, Mr. Brassey tendered for the construction of a viaduct 
between Stafford and Wolverhampton, and also for ten miles of 

He obtained the contract, and completed the woik 
the turning-point in his career, and 

in which the

the railway 
most successfully. This

beginning of those great railway operations 
remainder of his life was spent, and which extended over a large 

India and the British possessions in America, 
advanced, gradually widening his operations,

in rail-

was
the

part of Europe,

gaining^ the confidence of engineers and others interested 
ways, by his faithfulness, his determination to do Ins work 
efficiently, whether at a gain or loss to himself, and h« resMuüoji 
to avoid all petty subjects of dispute, and never to make difficul
ties or contingencies an excuse for delay, or for demand ng 
alteration in the terms of the contract. Engineers and capitalists 
soon found what a comfort it was to have such a man to deal wi , 
-one whose word was as good as his bond, and who never tailed 
to fulfil an engagement. It is related ot him that, on out occa 
when a great viaduct for which he had contracted, gave way, 
entailing an immense loss, some friends urged him to repress 
the case to the company, so as to obtain some mitigation o
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characteristic of the man: “No,” be said’ 
intain the road, and nothing 

his word.”
losses. His reply was
“ I have contracted to make and

Brassey from being as good as

Uke a„ -W
Mr. Brassey got f()rtimate „d successful. His
railway lines, he pro\ ec . „ d it was in a great
wife was, in the best « a “ to leave Birken-
measure owing to her at vice^ ' business, and throw in
head, where he had a la g n who had then taken in
his fortunes with the sma Mrs. Brassey’s spirit and
hand the construction J new career, her hus-
sound judgment convinced her that for ^ exercise of
band would find a far “^“^embered, that when Mrs. Brassey 
his great abilities. An hig inion, railways were every-
was courageous enoug 10 eypn of the intelligent classes
where decried; and e on them, with speed
regarded the project jnfluenced then by his wife’s advice,
or safety, as an absm y- d to be most brilliant and sac
he entered on a career which F°' Her advic6) too, Was
cessful, and one f ̂ v^hex own domestic comfort was concerned 
.. .st disinterested as fai as necessitated constant change of

The life of a railway contrac her residence eleven
. I„ thirteen year she cha g ^ of Europe.

times, some of th0S6 f ^/greatest of Mrs. Brassey’s trials.
This, however, was not the gre constant absence from
nature of her husband’s emp Fmc me hig family saw little of 
home inevitable : and even whe ^ night_ Like a true
him from nine in the morning a murmur; devoted

”“re„f to .luce km; gWied in her 

d in lier he ever found a wise, sympa- 
husband’s public career ’ “ pi_btier matters of business in which 
thetic counsellor, in al °

1 ma

shall prevent Thomas

mo

residence
The

Mrs. Brasseywoman, 
herself to the education

he was concerned.
In a brief article like 

follow Mr. Brassey

course impossible tothis, it would be of
his busy career of thirty-six years,.

on some incidents inthroughout

pies which led to bis giea ^ ^ contractor 0f public works. M ith 
about his occupation- ^ railway system began an age of great
the commencernen
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works during which undertakings of far more colossal dimensions 
than formerly were projected, and required to be rapidly came 
into execution- The extension of the railway s;S.em^caUedfor 
larger docks and harbours, and enormous buildings of all desc p 
tions. This opened a new field for the contractor who is an 
inevitable product of civilization and its consequent division o 
labour ItP is very easy to see how great advantages anse from 
lloino- work by contract, and through the agency of a practised 
contractor ; because you thus command the knowledge and 
experience of a trained body of men fitted for special work, and 
you have the services of a Captain of Industry, whose specialty 
Is the organization of labour, and the direction of such works. 
The great contractor finds it to his advantage to sub-let portions o 
his contract, which are further sub-let to smaller men ; by which 
means individual skill and exertion are gradually developed to the 
uttermost. The system of doing work by contract is sure to 
increase extensively in the future; and it is well that it should be 

The great contractor who undertakes to execute an extensi e 
work, in any country, carries thither bands of skilled workmen 
who gradually instruct the natives of those countries in methods 
of skilled labour, and make them more useful citizens than they 
were before. An amusing instance of this is related 
with the construction of a railway m Jamaica^ The Negro 
labourers were supplied with wheel-barrows from Britain, for th 
purpose of removing earth. Poor Sambo, however, had no idea 
of the mechanical advantages of the wheel-barrow, and having 
filled it with earth, he hoisted it to the crown of his woolly head.

tonishment of the English foreman may be imagined, 
of darkies marching in single file, each bearing 

It was not without great difficulty
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SO

The intense as
when he saw a score

r " :wheeling instead of carrying the load. But then
Sambo of the advantage, and lie wouldplank, and

few trials convinced even 
know better ever afterwards. first

thews and sinews, such brawny arms and broad chests, and su
that the natives stare in astomsh- 

The very sight of 
with his

powers of work and endurance 
ment as they gaze on their stalwart forms, 
such men, with their hands hairy and brown, every ont

y
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shirt by the gangersrs:r:;_t i* *«* Tt:"1 r, 
°e;, mcr«t „irr^x rr rC-a " ^ f r w,,trt°—
«”• H.‘be enlarged “dt1'rante t Italy, in India
^^r“lieb besentMs ^ofKng»

navvies. The result was, ^L'Tountriee, and the introduction 
classes in many portions o - ^ collld not have been
of an element of vigour and Y’ Qf course vast numbers of
so well introduced m any o - workg in addition to the
the natives were employe on sums were distributed
imported navvies ; and w " 6 ^ they were trained to skilled 
among them, in the shape of wages, ta >

labour.

could not speak t rench , 
to be

An amusing instance 
in which the English navvies, at

Of course theythem.working under

loot and ..ttered

too common among the Englie and in some way
somehow a magical effee upon wortk knowing that though 
or other the work was done. 1 tbe navvies, yet some of 
drinking prevailed a g"ot < a were tee.totallers. On the Great 
the most powerful among lebrated gang of navvies who did

other gang on the line, and always . a n half earlier than any other
left off work an hour or an ^rful gang was a tee-totaller. A 
men. Every navvy m tli» P was t0 lift twenty tons
full day’s work for a\°^V, Jer hia head, on a waggon. The 
weight of earth on a s 10 ’ No labourers in the world
height of the lifting >s a 1011 ’ jt is worth knowing that

*iththl!tlg ^ bee. employed o-«be cute

th to be removed, or the waggon
phatically the word
which is unhappily 

had

ear
em

was aNorthern Railway there
work in a day than anymore

can compare 
they got this name

*
—

—
__
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tings and embankments required for canals; hence they were- 
called “ navigators,” which was abbreviated into “ navvies.” 
Though rather rough in manners, they were not, on the whole, 
bad fellows at bottom. Under Mr. Brassey many of them rose to 
comfort and independence, and some became employers of labour. 
Of course they belonged to various nationalities ; and on the same
line of railway it was nothing uncommon to hear English, Irish,
Gaelic and Welsh spoken.

These navvies then were the privates in the great army of 
workers of which Mr. Brassey was commandèr-in-chief ; and to 
guide their operations aright required almost as high talent 
direct the movements of an army in the tented field, 
uncommon thing for Mr. Brassey to have ten or a dozen contracts 
on hand at the same time. The- number of men he employed was 

On a single railway—the Great Northern—he had,

as to 
It was no

enormous.
at one time, between five and six thousand men employed, and of 
course, many thousands elsewhere at the same time. No employer 
ever dealt more liberally with labour ; and he was quite above the 
meanness of screwing down wages. Probably there never was a 

who made so much money, caring so little for the money
was that he chose- his

<

man
Iitself. The great secret of his success 

agents with great care and with consummate judgment- ; and after 
he had chosen them he placed implicit confidence in them,— 
merely looking to results, not details, and never wearying them 
with minute criticism, never worrying them- with fault-finding. 
When his operations became very extensive, be ceased to- pay 
much attention to details and looked only to results, reserving his 
force of thought for larger matters, or intricate questions. This 
is where so many men fail who rise from small to large transactions 
—they still pay too much attention to details, and so waste- their 
energies on things which others could do as well as they. Mr. 
Brassey did not fall into this error ; but skilfully used the powers 
and intelligence of sulrordinates, reserving his energies for high

wonderful,resolves. His powers of calculation and memory 
and his sagacity, in railway construction, hardly 
His equanimity under losses, his ingenuity and courage iu meeting 
a sudden emergency, were hardly surpassed by the first Napoleon, 
who boasted that in “ two o’clock in the morning courage that 
is, presence of mind on the announcement of unexpected danger 01 
difficulty,—he had few equals. The men in his employment

were
at fault.ever

Im
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■ j, j i a thoroughly, and his coming amongappreciated and loved to * fe„tiie occlsi„„. He
them was looked forward to a J J eyer blaming, where
was a man most courteous an d ^ ^ great reluctance.
Name was requ.s.te, gently advantage of an, man.
He was never known to take q advantage of. The conse-
and he was love„ ,„d served as few employ-

One prominent feature in his chaiactei was 
In all his life he had but one law-suit,

£

quence 
ers have ever been.
a hatred of contention, 
and that he was forced into.

It is now generally seen and a
has done more

dmitted that the modern loeomo- 
to advance the civilization of 

put together, and that with the 
other invention can be 

human 
born into the

tive railway system 
the age than all other causes

of the art of printing, no
the destinies of the wholesingle exception 

compared with it, as affecting 
race. In the railway locomotive 
world ; and the most wonderful proof 
might of human genius. W e can a
unite nation with nation, and °g locomotive railway
earth. But there is one development of ^ ^
which has not yet received muc i a en^ ^.g gide the Atlantic.
tion with colonization especia y & human inhabitant.
Here are vasts tracks of fertile land beings,
In the Old World are - er-crowded^ hordes^ o ^ ^ ^ to 

jostling and choking one ie^ y organized and carried 
relieve the pressure, and, More than two hundred
eut on a gigantic scale, wil o , yie shores of the
and fifty thousand human J^lem is, how best to con-
British Isles for other lam.. nprp-ies will find a proper
duct them to fresh lands where their e g ]ocomotive
field- Men are just beginn^to^rnth^ alue^^g ^ &

railway in settling new a railway, the right
country is settled am ^ raUway thr()Ugh the territory to be 
plan is found to he coJization and pioneer the way.
settled, thus maki g P Bailway, the Intercolonial, the

Amerman I ac.fto•» > ^ ^ . railway, p, far pa,
Concessions of 1»<J » . Emigrants eagerly settle on the
wZT: r JZ «hieb secures them a good market for them

wasa new power 
was furnished of the creative- 

how it is destined to- 
ends of the-
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produce, and enables them, while occupying cheap land, remote 
from cities, to enjoy all the comforts and advantages of civilization. 
The difficulties attending settlement in uncleared lands are thus, 
to a great extent abolished ; and there can
this mode of conducting colonization is destined to play an 
important part in the history of the future, and to accelerate 
vastly the great westward human march. The all-conquering 

of civilization is destined soon to invade those solitudes

be little doubt that

wave
where now the bear, the wolf and the fox reign supreme. Away 
beyond the Mississippi, beyond the Rocky Mountains, where sound 
of axe and gun has never yet been heard, the scream of the loco
motive will ere long awake the echoes ; and man, the king, the 
conqueror, borne on his iron fire-breathing chariot, will mle 
supreme over his rightful domains. His outposts are advancing 
daily from the Atlantic’s shore. The distant hills and vales await 
him ; the forests bend their tremulous tops to listen for him ; for 
all that is in the compass of the land is given him to possess ; and 
aided by his all-conquering steam-power, he is destined to appro
priate its treasures and scatter the refuse as the dust beneath his
feet.

In summing up his account of Mr. Brassey’s labours, Sir Arthur 
Helps devotes a chapter to the leading features in the character 
of this remarkable man. He remarks how in early life he had 
mastered the details of nearly every kind ot labour which it wa> 

to understand for the accomplishment ot great works ot
“ He attained that

necessary
construction. But he did not stop there, 
most valuable art which belongs to the master rather than the 
man,—namely, that of dealing with details in masses : of leaving 
minutiæ to those whose business it is to attend to such things ; and 
of directing and supervising work instead of doing it all himselt : 
this great change of occupation is not often easily accomplished 
by men after their youth has passed, it being then a somewhat 
difficult matter to transform a subordinate into a principal.

of the most remarkable features of Mr.
to have been one ot

Trustfulness was one
Brassey’s character ; and in his case, appears 
the principal elements in his
always confides largely in his agents, and moreover | 
abstain from unwise interference and needless criticism, and t" *’1 
content with allowing his work to be done by other people in th< h 
own way, so that it be well done. Regarding this confidence •"

The judicious master 
is able to

success.
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“ Where most men fail in 
have to acttf subordinates, his biographer remarks,

governing is in not entrusting enough to °se d e^r
under them. Most human beings intend
best as agents and subordinates; and he is the great^man 
succeeds, with the least possible change of agents and jto dm. J 
in making the most of the ability winch he has U> <ta~t and 

Besides, men must act according to the -cha ac
ispronetoconhdeWJymo^o^

from that part of the 
of Mr.

supervise, 
and he who
an advantage in the general result

than counteract any evil arising
“ From what I have seen

convinced that he was
of the kindest ; and 

the art of

far more
confidence which is misplaced.

principal, I
oneamBrassey’s conduct

of the most judicious masters as well as one 
that looking ever to results, be thoroughly understood
Wing hi. agents to do their work .ntteir^ ^ ^ weU kll„,
interference was needless a power ofhaving a tendency to check an agent’s energy and his po

assumption of responsible authority. wag «to
Most men have s°™e ^‘^^^edTo’be of the highest utility 

execute great works which he Hoirie- so •— celebratedto mankind : to become <*’«"** of

for faithfulness, punctuality an co P t]1at innate refine-
his work.” He possessed, in an eminent degree, % ^ ^ ^
ment of mind which no kî|e„ him well, remarked

a higher atmosphere when 
doubt, of the intense 
mean, petty, or con- 
tesv greatly assisted 

of his charac-

as a

when minuteown way,

reasonable

only say is born with the 
that “ his people seemed to enter into 
they were in his presence.” Conscious, no 
dislike which he had of everything that was 
tentions. His native refinment, tact an ^ ^ 

him in all hi, WOTk done in any capacity,
' .1 end “Good speaking, good acting,

a W”tL even good dressing and judicious 
good reading, good Pa ^ P’, tQ him- If a thing was to be 
entertainment, were all c e ig > • done; and when it was well 
done at all he wished 1 admired the doers.”
done, he rejoiced in the we c ,ife Was now drawing to a

Mr. Brassey’s M»nom which, in 1868, was followed
Hose. He had a stroke. ^ ,Jot prevent him from continuing
hy a second ; but even t ■ At length, towards
his labours with the same assiduity as

man.

teristics that he a 
or directed to any
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Dur-the close of 1870, it became evident that the end 
ing his last illness it was very touching to find that many of those- 
who had served him in foreign countries and at home, came horn, 
great distances solely for the chance of seeing, once more, their 
old master whom they loved so much ; and they would linger for 
hours about the hall in the hope of seeing him borne to his carriage 
or obtaining from him a shake of the hand or the slightest sign of 
friendly recognition. “ The world,” says his biographer, “ is aftei 
all not so ungrateful as it is sometimes supposed to be; those who 
deserve to be loved generally are loved, having elicited the faculty 
of loving, which exists, to a great extent, in all of us.” Mr. 
Brassey was sustained during-the progress of his fatal illness by the 
bright hopes which religion alone can impart, and he was watched 

the tenderest solicitude which human affection could 
“ He had ever been a religious man. His religion was

was near.

over with
prompt.
of that kind which most of us would desire for ourselves utterly 
undisturbed by doubts of any sort, entirely tolerant, not built 
upon small or even upon great differences of belief. He clung 
resolutely and with entire hopefulness to that creed, and abode by 
that form of worship in which he had been brought up as a child. 
He breathed his last, surrounded by his family, on December 8th, 
1870. He left a widow and three sons, two of whom are now
members of the British House of Commons.

PHILIP BI-AIR;
OR,

School Days in the Dominion.
LAWSON FENERTY, ESQ., HALIFAX, N. S.BY E.

CHAPTER XII.
TXESPITE the fatigue of the previous night he was up in the 
Ja morning long before the rest of the scholars and out walk
ing in the fresh air; he had returned from his ramble and was 
thoughtfully going up to his room, ‘the first bell having onl\ j’1 
rang,’ when he met Qurlctt on the stairs coming down, looking 
anything but cheerful.

“■HiUoa, Phil ! where have you been? the Governor has been

tie.



-u « -,
for he walked straight to Wilson’s bed; I was awake when be 
came up, so I laid quiet, with one eye open to see the » J 
should have seen the old Gent grin when Wilson sat upin W,

- -« — hi“■ ^

the pillow like a big waterfall ;
— wasn’t it dirty ?

à
our

full of the stuff, so when he
low, and when he sat up, there
his eyes were pretty well bunged up, and his face
he was a nice looking sample.

What did the Governor say?"
Pitched into him like the mischief ; asked him "bathe 

by staying out after lock-up, and then get m through the cellar?
Wilson didn't seem to remember, and looked as stup ^
please, said he didn’t know anything about 1 , o y 
«-no, t„,d Mm

of cours® I « * »? = -

been out and with the men.
“Did he ask what I did?”
“ No, just wanted to know where you were,

116 mUSt haVC beent° y0'he wül^pÎhapsT wPill too ; you will be

I don’t think you will be shoved ou ;

was

and if you came in ; 
Wilson will be

expelled, I am pretty sure
all right though ; I mean ücking mou u,
seeing Phil’s look of surprise, ‘ you will ge „ g
and think yo-nelf to ^ ^ «pelted, it «ill be

“ Do you think so t l nope yv «
hard on your people, that is what ^ care mUch anyway ;

“ 1 don,t care mUCh ^tfof tin and clothes, but don’t seem 
my Governor lets me have ■ m j don»t bother him; it
to care much how I get along > ^ expelled : my Mother,”
would cut him up awfully t g , Mg moistened, “ my 
the boy’s voice took a tender , ; ^ a(lded softly, “she’s dead. 
Mother would care very muc^, q£ young lady, her dresses

much for her to trouble herself about 
and as if he didn’t care,

Sis, that’s my sister, she 
and parties take her time too

fellow feel lonesomenue ; it makes a 
when no one else does.

573Philip Blair-
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u Poor old fellow,” said Phil, sympathetically, for to him Qurlett’s 
sounded very shocking, when he remembered his own

574

confession
home.

“ I say ; 
“ you

» he exclaimed in the pride and fulness of his heart, 
must come up and spend the Christmas holidays with me, 

we have jolly old times, I suppose it isn’t so swell as your house 
but then there is good fun and bully little parties and some pretty 
girls too,” Phil added with an expressive wink ; “ what y e sa3,

^u/wouMHkVt!, first rate,” he returned with a pleased smile.

Governor is awfully tgÎanTtospld^TcLnltmas.”

folks are the same way,wanted my brother to
“ You’re right,” said Phil, “ my

With a -mile, « 1- -

and Phil went en hi, way up stair,.
On being informed of the absence of the^boy, t e ^

o-arden when he was accosted by the housekeeper,

Sl« leio ced in the namettf Adélie, always rendered hirer lo 
She reJ„0,„ dingly red face usually wa, he,,, but very much

!" ...... .. n '£?£££ with increasing^Zi^;r:"'„n,... -**» —-<■* «-*
by a half sob.

» What is the difficulty this 
prised at the emotion displayed by the worthy 

abruptness of the salutation.
« Differcultv, if he would just step do

but

short ;

time?” he inquired, looking «P
and thewoman,

to the kitchen, he could
wn

PT
"
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and muttering, she led the way to the
just see,” and grumbling
scene of Wilson’s disaster. , . • ,„i„

There I" she exclaimed, a. opening the cellar door ?'
she stood with both arms akimbo, and waggrng her “
“ I told you so” expression on her face, looking a 
as Lgh she expected him to be horror-stricken at the atroetous

outrage.
« if ÎLtallr: Chad that I short,d be *d «,at there W 

by a parsel '« boys, a, if my reglar dootie, am t jest a ktlltn of me

by inches ? ”
“Yes there is some truth in

:k

» she broke forth after a moment’s pause,

that last remark,” he rejoined, 

surveying her with a twif Z*
sound of a suppressed gigg e> fro ghe looked at the girl
the kitchen As Llzer bebhld Mr. Chauncy’s back,
ferociously and shook her fist at 1 inn0Cence when she
almost instantly resuming the look ot inJure“ deserve 8Uch
continued, “havn’t I been a faithful servan ,

treatment ?” „ must expect such things ;
“ My good woman, he replied, y

perhaps it was the cats ?” contemptuous toss of her
“ Cats indeed !” Sl’e blurt °'e “'as if cats wore handkerchers 

bead at such palpable ignoianc , . the designated
and caps like these;” at the »ame time p odu ^ ^
articles from beneath her apron wi 1 - taking them

“Ah, this looks bad 1 where did you find them»' J> 8 
in his hand and examining the corners of the handke

■ Areyou quite *. they -«c net nce at
She turned and eyed the Principal ‘'J” and Mowed it 

J™ implied want of belief ,n ™ ” p„pev than to oversee them

isr a=lz
and 1 must compliment you on yon, 

9 penetration in this matter.

- ■<—

bestowed, and listened
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, 11wle t0 -her or them, so long as there was plenty of sound and

"d ümtem at he, at short range with s„eh effect as to .error,s,,

• na.ir her efficiency in the culinary arrangements tor t aa y> 
her thoughts would be fully engaged in endeavouring (

' , ' i , fnr the terminations were usually so hopelessly ^ Wed of twÎrds p^d in such outrageously ludicrous 

positions as to out-Partington Partington) to master them, to use 

with effect on some future occasion. .
‘Thank you «

Vn'9Vt,Ivwht=ff«t some =h,rice selection, from he,dictionary
^ he termed them, would produce on the benighted mrnd

as

, “ and

words, as
°f oT " for the sake of the rising

tion,” mildly suggested the Prmcrpa. Z,™ of housemaid, and
ignoring the interruption, for was not « «)«« « ; c0„Mct the
her own deputy asdstant fixed upou then,. >
most tremulou,-er-e«r wolloprng, aUas ‘-W J ,r-~tr:a=“ «— —
“"ïvf haunev repressing an inclination to laugh, gravely assured 
be, they should’,.

did so the handkercW, widely ^ ^ l,d and not fiad-

went to Wilson’s, as before related, and obtainame Iteing on 
ing him. he next

wford, a. the former was
playground atout half on hour before school that morning, y

told you sol I told )«" '" ■ 1 “ toM ,o, the first ■
enough to lie regularly in a fix, though from
thing ; just expected you would ha\e a » > Wilson, he’s
what you «aid the other day ; pretty near right about dson,
a tau*, hut Qurlett’e ft staving good fellow.

“ Wilson was pretty well sprung, I heard ;

«Iin a

hew was it?”
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sioned by Phll sJeC1 was bad enough with 
We’d never got up stairs,

And didn’t 
the laughter oeca 

“ No, or I guess 
Wilson that way.”

“ What did you say 
The boys looked arou

Qurlett just behind them. ^ ^ nigM.”
“ every one, don't tee wb, you

over

<ll>nd\™th a start, discovering Wilson and

can’t

“ I dare say you 
hold your tongue.”

» But all the fellows know
what’s the difference.’ said Qurlett, “you sp

“ Yes, you needn’t talk, Wilson, J ^ ,q for it; y0u
whole concern this morning, ‘lU fellow are you ?

ilv pumped, that’s all, what kind ^ well enough how
“ ^ tte uTw“T bought, i wouWt bave done .t for

himself, “ s0» Phil said, defending

lit the 
must be

v;is

it was ; come o
anything.” „ n , tt replied, half

“ Of course not, Q such rubbish „
what you like, but don t try to s ^ ^ ^ wbaVs going.

ÏÏ? “Ï0U
“n WhÎXTo'd Of — °f

ford “ it won’t make it anyt0ld’ . . . „,,ch other that way. couldn’t have said
pitching into fellow cross, as what will

“ ^ u- 
where he was, w ^
be hardest on us.

« I told him that 1
think that he 

1 suppose you

contemptuously, think
that ; there isas

to swill,”have

the only »“e-’ *f0"s 'green you are
2Cr^ng ^t-e getting B.ai, to

asked

was

“ And you
all at once, 
g°-”

“just said we 
Qurlett added with a 
wonderfully, getting a

colouring, 
manner,

ered Wilson,
persuasive

that will help us
“ N-no,” stamm 

him,”—“in a vfry 
grim smile; “ of**" 

fellow to go.new
il

1
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“You are like a bear with a sore head this morning, growling 
at every one,” said Crawford, good humouredly.

But Qurlett turned away making no 
lowing his example.

“ Do you think what Qurlett said about me will make any 
difference ? ” Phil asked of Crawford after the others had left.

“ Well there is no use saying it won’t, because it will,” he replied 
after a short pause, “ you see the Governor is very particular 
about1 leading new boys astray’ as he calls it.”

“ They didn’t do that, I would not have gone unless I wanted 
to.”

“ I hat doesn’t make any difference so long as he thinks they 
did ; there is the bell.”

An intense silence of expectation settled over the scholars as the 
Principal made his appearance in the schoolroom that morning, 
looking unusually grave ; most of the boys knew that some of 
their fellows were up for expulsion.

Directly after prayers he stood up in his place at the great desk ! 
“ Boys, he began, “ it has not often fallen to my lot since I have 
had charge of this school, to perform perhaps the most painful of 
my many duties, that of expulsion from the school ; three boys, all 
of considerable ability, have flragrantly violated some of the best 
known rules of the school, what my duty is in one case where the 
affair has been aggravated by an offence of which I hardly believe 
any of my boys capable, is plain ; 
sorrow, and the greatest reluctance, that I inflict the extreme 
penalty ; could I avoid it I would, but my duty to the rest pre
vents;” so saying he left the room, and that afternoon as the 
delinquents did not make their appearance in the schoolroom, it 
was rumored that all were gone, but towards evening, Qurlett and 
Phil put in an appearance as usual, and when questioned as to 
their experience, generally replied with a grin, “ that it was all 
right;’ which was the substance of their information. Wilson, the 
scholars never saw again as a pupil, and he rapidly faded from 
their memories as the time slipped by.

7

reply, Wilson shortly fol-

t

here it is with genuineeven



a fVip sea-shell moaneth for the sea 
That ripples on the Caspian’s golden sand, 

tirât the hymning waters ebbing be, 
And leaves it all athirst upon the land,

So thirsts my lrps to kiss y
0 weary heart,

o weary heart, be still.

When

when morning rises, 
the lotus when the moon is full, 

the tide its lip surprises,

As the lily opes
As blooms 
As sea-shell when
As joys the iov. for thou art here

N ouradheer,— 
heart,

So , sea, my 
0 joyous 

0 joyous heart, be still.

My sun, my moon, rose

hunter duvar.

579

be still.

As the lily all the livelong night 
Shades her white breast, waiting for the sun, 

the lotus to the moonbeams bright
full heart when the day is done,

As
Opes her
Night and day I turn me to the spot, 
Night and day I seek but thou art not, 

0 weary heart,
0 weary heart, be still.

As the bulbul pineth for the 
When her carmine blossoms all 
When her dewy eyes no more unclose, ^ 
And he mourneth “ Ah ! my rose is dead,
The hue of sadness wraps my life forlorn,
For thou, not here, art dead and so I mourn, 

0 weary heart,
O weary heart, be still.

rose
are shed,

.
!

L

*
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THE FOLK-LOBE OF BRITISH 
PLANTS.

ARTICLE I.

BY JAMES MASON.

In Dublin University Magazine.

%T11 HERE are two ways of looking at plants. First of all, we 
JL may view them in relation to their structure, the peculiari

ties of their modes of existence and reproduction, and the places, 
in an orderly classification, to which they belong. Or they may 
be regarded in relation to their associations, for almost every plant, 
if one but took the trouble to find it out, is surrounded by a halo 
of human thought. When this halo is properly discerned, the 
commonest flowers and shrubs and trees assume new aspects, and 
become full of new interest. Fairies reside in them, they influence 
good fortune, they reveal the secrets of the future, they scare 
away witches, they preserve from evil, they are red with the blood 
of loving hearts, or bright with weird light from another world.

Now, it is this second mode of observing them that 1 propose to 
dwell on in this and the following articles. We shall look on the 
vegetable world, not as furnishing subjects to be dissected and 
peered at through microscopes, but as affording objects round 
which cluster the strange beliefs and practices of an almost by
gone age. Our subject, you observe by the title, is the Folk-lore 
of British Plants. Now, you ask, what, exactly, is Folk-lore?

in this country for itsThe word has not been long enough in use 
meaning to have become very clearly defined, and it is as well, 
before going farther, to have a right understanding about it. 
Well, it means, generally, just such superstitious notions as those 
alluded to. But, to be more precise, let me quote a satisfactory 
definition given by Mr. Harland in his work on the superstitions 
of Lancashire. “ Folk-lore,” he says, “ in its present significa
tion . . . means the notions of the folk or people, from child
hood upwards, especially their superstitious beliefs and practices, 
as these have been handed down from generation to generation, in 
popular tradition and tale, rhyme, proverb, or saying, and it is well 
termed Folk-lore, in contradistinction to book-lore or scholastic 
learning. It is the unlearned people’s inheritance of tradition 
from their ancestors — the modern reflection of ancient faith and 
usage.” This, then, is what we are to consider here, in connec
tion however, solely with plants.

Of all times when the study of Folk-lore might be engaged in 
with profit, the present is, perhaps, the best. Our age is so prac
tical, so utilitarian, so unbelieving, as a rule, that the mind, for 
health’s sake, is the better for taking refuge, now and again, in the
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consideration of the «. shïïdnSkti.e'n S
are very good ‘''«“"J'j'lr time and a nook in on, memory 
them, and a small Portlon £ ethereal fancies of our forefathers.

has left the earth since Oheron

and Titania — ^ Mt oft in many a grene mead,”

and the cowslips were that" happy time. We
may do something . ’ ^ e p0etry of mystery and the poetryma, unite, in our »n mm*, thep^ ^ „ „«=.
inspiring aa ever, and, by eontra.t with our own mater,al advance-
ment, far more wonderful. connected with the treatment

There is one pleasant corners of nature, and
of plants, that it leads us in ■ three famous English
amidst the fairest of her productions. @ ^ ^ of
writers, it not by moie, beautiful comparison. Flowersearth. It is a natural as well beauty f
enliven the face of wet J sweeter or the more lovable,
heaven, and I know not V^ ?ements indicated the progress of the 
And as the stars by their moi.en ^ . appeanmces, one gaily 
circling year, so do thefl J changed to summer, and sum-
succeeding another till winter

back to frost and snow. feeling towards plants
Man seems always to entertain a him8eU- 0f the feeling

and flowers. He seems una pounfl up with his own. He
that in some strange way their l tQ himself, in them. He
finds himself, or hut if anything, their existence is more
has life, so have they; but,life,perhaps, even excites his 
mysterious than his own. The ? bustle; they have food
envy, for they enjoy it without exemption from liaras-
without work, perpetual bob b y, ^ al the same-all in
sing care. The plant world he see^ Q() ]earmng, no arts
it is now as in the days o than their fathers. Happy
to inn e the rising generation bet , ful an(1 ever contented.
world, always standing still, yet ov fandes that he discovers,
Amongst plants, too, man^i0n.’ lie credits them with the 
an approach to huma P h ldne8S delicacy, joy, sorrow, ambi-possession of pride, modesty, t & ^ nature. Can we
lion, and a thousand othei .t ^ of fché vegetable creation, man
wonder, then, that, taking Hu a folk-lore ol plants as
should, in time, have come 1

^“Sm^tnewo^b-wce,; it see™ to have

mer
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Chivalry” Publi  ̂JmJdJTthfmmZnce of flowers-on the

Were we »S2h superstitions

tdCrrâe°Suln"woTd is much smaller than

SSSS£Saïï?ï3Æï
t1.S?£3?«»»*£Ll« might have been ventured

that the writer has, in short, in many cases presented only 
111 . To these objectors I reply with the

it

we

upon,
the cream of the matter 
maxim of La F ontaine

“ Loin d’épuiser une matière.
On n’en doit prendre que la fleur.

There is much, you must know, connected with every subject 
, ■ Y16 J! “ rth /reserving, and a subject thoroughly exhausted 
that is no P a everv who haa anything to
“ «**to ,,c ”fed
^,° alt Ward We” this made a rule what large and tedron, 
lüwouS the world be spared, and ho. much easrer wondI .
"e to compass allto hàlel woÏete^i, to

iStSMSiS”-
“-ing attention by presenting the subject 

in to rn»! engaging features, 1 trust ttji nob be|amd .bat I 
have sacrificed truth and accuracy for the sake of as thc
sacred duty, laid on every one who deals with s deal
ancient superstition, and the old customs of a county to
honestly by lus materials g J, is
Z^ZuZZÜtX diS û'ïiÆther valueless. To



alter a superstitious practice,t^sake either of
invent one, as has propriety, these are crimes of a grave
Xflot guarded against by all who take au, real mterest m

»oTitime CSS
of materials the folk-lore o ^ but at last it appeared
Several methods sugges was what might be called no
pretty plain that the ^ ^ plan been carried out, and all
arrangement at all. practices been grouped together m
the superstitious and othei p have been gratified,
separate classes, the scie found very sorry entertainment.but the general reader would have ton d ^ ^ ^
For liveliness there is n eted first of love divination, then 
Suppose, for example, I had t^ then of witchcraft, and
of harvest ceremonies, customs, midsummer practices,

well to -ay ».

vîE :which historical events lu g k 0f SUch, but I shall tiy to 
temptation, now and aga™’ Jting plants there have been m the

buT Thorn,- whreh

toH°V°iSr'tM.nmÎ=l',Ta general way,
c£“gAnddiAerdtot.urd,cn.,on

induced to look on
and interest, my

I shall

I shall turn to parti- 
the subject be that 
ne-dom with a newthe vej beyou are 

feeling of liking 
repaid.

It is right 
emblems, the

that we .hould give thehr.tjUce^ou, national 

Rose, Thistle, Shami -, ;£, ^ ^ not, inspired 
. nr these plants we shoulu ’ , , noble recollec-

inention enthusiasm, and j,nv;g‘di;. y these national
;vith our present point of v^cweieh ^ Folk_lore
plant's are not all ofb^ul “^entertaining than that of aU 
of the rose is m°fre, '^ e This is as it should be : the emblem 
the other three put togethe • ,uul as a queen has a right to
of England is the Queen of FI of popular legend and
be richly adorned vrau
strange superstition. -n all countries and by every poet.

The Rose has been exto liest times. In our own and
, from ttmvery ^ how have the changes been

am
w
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Sister Helen of St. Augustin.384

By unseen choristers was sung,
As like a bride in all her pride 
That lady fair and rich and young 
Moved stately to the altar’s side.

The white-robed boys grouped round the priest, 
The grey nuns clustered round the bride,
And when the bridal music ceased 
And laud of the beatified 
Was said and sung, and all the rite 
Of marriage, but no marriage bed,
By sacrament and candle light 
The lady to the church was wed.

The service o’er, the dying notes 
Sank solemn in the cloisters’ awe,
As when on summer night there floats 
The far voice of Niagara,
Which she had heard as bride and spouse 
And, mayhap, in her ear heard now 
As refrain to the final vows •
That bound the fillet on her brow.

Kind drops welled up in many eyes 
When — doffed her raiment rich and rare, 
She gave as a last sacrifice 
The silken treasure of her hair,—
Deft severed by the cruel shears 
The shining curls fell where she stood, 
Thus gave she, without sigh or tears,
The glory of her womanhood.

With steady eye the lady scanned 
The book and vows emblazoned there,— 
The white pen matched her whiter hand, 
The ink not darker than her hair 
Nor paper fairer than her fame,—
And—(words she ne’er would write again,) 
In small, sharp letters signed her name, 
Hélène née Boulée, veuve Champlain.



Philip Blair. 385

The vows are ta’en, the deed is done, 
The old life past, a new begins,
And Dame Champlain is now a nun 
Of the order of the Ursulins.
Slow paced she to the convent door 
And stooping lowly entered in,
Lady of Canada no more
But “ Sister Helen of Augustin.”

The sieur sleeps in Fort Royal 
And she in the church of Meaux ;—
To families such fates befall,
And still the world wags. Even so. 
But by Canadian field and flood 
Yet lives the race of the Champlains ? 
No ! none can say the honored blood 
Of Champlain flows within their veins.

HUNTER DUVAR.

PHILIP BLAR;
on,

School Days in the Dominion.
BY E. LAWSON 1'ENERTY, ESQ., HALIFAX, N. S. 

(Continued.)

CHAPTER X.

A WEEK had slipped away pleasantly enough since Phil became 
an inmate of the Groves ; during this time he had made

such progress with his studies, and more especially had proved 
himself so apt at learning some games and so proficient in others 
as to have taken great strides towards making his school life plea
sant ; in other words, he was already becoming very popular with 
his fellows. Strickland coming at the same time and about the 
same age, often wondered how it was that Phil was not tormented : 
he knew or at least his cousin had told him, that on first coming 
to the school every boy was chaffed more or less, and personal 
experience amply confirmed it in his case ; but to his benighted 
mind it was hardly clear how Phil escaped ; but the fact remained.

x
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where the good Prince Roland and the twelve peers had stained 
the ground with their blood.

The superstitious connection between roses and blood is in some 
places very remarkable. In France, Germany, and Italy, it is held 
that if one wishes to have ruddy cheeks, he has only to bury a drop 
of his blood under a rose bush. This, it has been observed, is a 
notion something of the same sort as that of the old nurses, who 
fancy that if they put a drop of human blood in a new-born infant s 
bath, it will be sure to have a rosy complexion.

The Turks say that the rose owes its red colour to the blood of 
Mahommed, and they will never allow one to lie upon the ground. 
It is a superstition in other quarters, that the crown of thorns 
worn by our Saviour, was made from rose-briar, and that the drops 
of blood which started from beneath it fell to the ground, and
sprang up as roses.

There is a charm against nose-bleeding, and, indeed, all kinds 
of hemorrhages, once common to all Germany, and still to be found 
in Suabia and Westphalia, in which the rose is employed. In 
Westphalia, the words of the charm run “ Abek, Wabek, Fabek ; 
in Christ’s garden stands three red roses—one for the good God, 
the other for God’s blood; the third for the angel Gabriel : blood, 
I pray you, cease to flow1.” In Suabia, it is somewhat different. 
“On our Lord’s grave spring three red roses—the first, Hope, the 
second Patience, the third God’s will : blood, I pray you be still. 
At other times again it is : “ In God’s garden bloom three roses— 
Blood-drop, Blood-stop, and Blood-still ; blood, I pray you, 
to flow.”

In the heathen days, both of Scandinavia and of Germany, the 
rose occupied! a high place as a mystic flower. The dwarfs and 
elves had it under their special protection. These dwarfs and 
elves were ruled—so says the Heldenbuch — by the mighty King 
Laurin, the lord of the rose-garden.

“Four portals to the garden lead, and. when "the gates are closed,
No living might dare touch a Rose, 'gainst his strict, command opposed ; 
Whoe’er would break the golden gates, or out the sdken thread,
Or who would dare to crush the flowers down beneath his tread,
Soon for his pride would have to pledge a foot and hand ;
Thus Laurin, King of Dwarfs, rules within his land."

It has been asked, was not this Laurin the great original of the 
Beast, in the famous nursery tale of Beauty and the Beast? 
Every one remembers how the merchant, in that story, got into 
trouble by pulling a bunch of roses in the garden of the beast for 
his youngest daughter, and how the monster proved to be a prince 
under spells until some sensible girl would consent to marry him 
without regard to his personal appearence. For my part, I am 
hardly inclined to answer the question decidedly in the affirmatix e, 
but I set it down as worthy of notice — the supposition is as likely 
to be correct as not.

In Christian times the rose became a flower especially devoted

cease
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to religion. No doubt the allusions to it in the Holy Scriptures had 
much to do with bringing this about. Of the numerous Christian 
legends in which it holds a prominent place, we must be satisfied 
with two. These will be quite enough, for if there is anything in 
the world with which it is easy to be surfeited, it is those early 
legends. There always seems an unreal air about them, a the
atrical, bowl-and-dagger, red-fire atmosphere that is far from 
healthy. Our first popular legend accounts for the fact that in 
early Christian times the rose became the flower of martyrs. It 
has been handed down to us by Sir John Mandeville. A holy 
maiden of Bethlehem “blamed with wrong, and slander,” 
doomed to death by fire. . . . She made her prayers to 
Lord that he would help her, as she was not guilty of that sin. 
Then the fire was suddenly quenched, and the burning brands 
became red “ roseres,” and the brands that were not kindled, white 
“ roseres ” full of roses. “ And theise waren the first roseres and 
roses, both white and red, that ever any man saughe (‘Travels’ p. 
70).” The other legend is that of the Rose of Heldesheim, given 
by Thrope, in his Northern Mythology. As the Emperor Philip 
the Pious was one day hunting, he lost a cross that was filled with 
relics. On discovering his loss, he sent his attendants in all 
directions to search for thé holy treasure, and at the same time 
made a vow to build a church on the spot where it should be 
found. The men followed the trace of the hunt, and discovered, 
far in the forest, and in the midst of the snow, the cross hanging 
on a blooming wild rose bush. They reported the miracle to the 
emperor, who immediately commanded a chapel to be erected 
there, with the altar on the spot where the cross was found on the 
bush. The rose flourished admirably on the sacred spot, and now, 
with its leafy shoots and branches like a vine, covers the arches of 
the cathedral up to its very roof.

As an emblem of the Virgin Mary, white and red roses have 
been used for ages. The rose, indeed, and the lily are the chief 
flowers dedicated to the mother of our Lord. According to a well- 
known legend, when, on the third day after the interment of the 
Virgin, the Apostles visited her grave, they found it open and 
filled with a growth of roses and white lilies. These naturally, 
from that time, became her special emblems. The rose was 
expressly recognised as such by St. Dominic, when he instituted 
the devotion of the rosary with direct reference to the life of the 
Virgin. The prayers appears to have been symbolised as roses.
At any rate, the larger beads were called roses. The white rose is 
Principally used for the fête days of the Virgin.

In the Scandinavian mythology the rose was considered the 
favourite flower of Holda, often called “ Mutter Rose,” or “Frau 
Rose.”

In eastern lands the rose is esteemed before all flowers, and 
furnishes poetic illustrations without end. In Persia, in, particu-
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lar, the Folk-lore of the rose, and indeed of all flowers, has 
attained vast dimensions. Ghulistan is literally “ the country of 
Roses.” One beautiful eastern fable represents the Bulbul — so 
the Armenians call the nightingale—as falling in love with the 
rose, and as only beginning to sing when inspired by the tender 
passion. This fable has been happily rendered by Thackeray:—

“ Under the boughs I sat and listened still,
I could not have my fill.

‘How comes,’ I said, ‘such music to his bill?
Tell me for whom he sings so beautiful a trill.’

“ ‘ Once I was dumb,’ then did the Bird disclose,
• But looked upon the Rose ;
And in the garden where the loved one grows,
I straightway did begin sweet music to compose.”

The poet Jami represents the perfect nature of our flower when 
he says “ you may place a hundred handfuls of fragrant herbs and 
flowers before the nightingale, yet he wishes not in his constant 
heart for more than the sweet breath of his beloved rose. ’

One of the legends of Roumania recounts how the rose is an 
enchanted princess. It is thus given by Mr. E. C. G. Murray, in 
his “Dome”:—

“ It is early morning and a yonng princess comes down into her 
garden to bathe in the silver waves of the sea. The transparent 
whiteness of her complexion is seen through the slight veil which 
covers it, and shines through the blue waves like the morning star 
in an azure sky.

“ She springs into the sea and mingles with the silvery rays of 
the sun, which sparkle on the dimples of the laughing waves.

“ The sun stands still to gaze upon her ; he covers her with 
kisses, and forgets his duty. Once, twice, thrice, has the night 
advanced to take her sceptre and reign over the world—thrice has 
she found the Sun upon her way.

“Since that day the Lord of the Universe has changed the 
princess into a rose ; and this is why the rose always hangs her 
head and blushes when the sun gazes on her.”

Into the origin of the custom of holding the rose to be the 
symbol of silence, as is expressed by the common phrase “ under 
the rose,” I do not propose to enter at length. The question has 
been discussed enough already, without any satisfactory conclusion 
having been reached. It is certain that the custom prevailed in 
Egypt, and also in ancient Greece, where Eros is figured as 
offering a rose to the god of silence. “ The vulgar saying, ' says 
Brand, “is stated to have taken its rise from convivial entertain
ments, where it was an ancient custom to wear chaplets of roses 
about the head, on which occasions, when persons desired to 
confine their words to the company present, that they ‘ might go 
no farther,’ they commonly said they are spoken under the rose. 
In the Tyrol, it may be added that the rose-gall is believed to 
produce sleep.
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frequently observed, when he spoke of the “ twisted EghïtbJ- 
tell mto error, by applying the name to the Woodbine or Honey
suckle, a plant which never seems to have been called Eglantine 
-Shakespeare speaks of the sweetness of the leaf of the Eglant n!' 
and Spencer, referring to the Sweet-briar,----  * n6r

t

says,—
-'Street is the Rose, but grows upon a breere,

Sweet is the Eglantine, that pricketh nee’re!”
The profusion of the bright red hips of the wilding 

oods and hedges was believed, as Lord Bacon tell 8 
severe winter, and modern rustics yet think so,—

“ The thorns and briars, vermillion hue,
Now full of hips and haws are 

If village prophecies be true,
They prove that winter will be keen,"

Last of all, in connection with the Eose, let me mention that 
the first English monarch, according to Mr. Lower, in his “ Curi
osities of Heraldry,” who assumed the Eose, was Edward I From 
this, in some way or other, not yet well explained, probably 
originated the white and red Eoses of his descendants, the rival 
houses of York and Lancaster, who for many a long day wearied 
the country with wars which —

à
rose of our 

s l*s, to predict

seen,

"Sent between the red rose and the white,
A thousand souls to death and deadly night.”

The Thistle next solicits our attention, and certainly will not 
detain us so long as the Eose. It must be gratifying to every 
-Scotchman to know that it was of old, sacred to Thor—a noble 
Position, surely, for any plant to occupy. Its colour, it was said 
eame from the lightning, against which it is a certain safeguard.’

v' hen it is gathered for magical purposes, a dead silence must 
Je observed. In this, however, the thistle is not exceptional • 

81 ®nce an important element in almost all such ceremonies.
In an able article on “ Mystic Trees and Flowers,” by Mr. M. D. 

Conway, which appeared two or three years back in a contem
porary, we are informed that the disease known among the poorer 
passes of Poland as “ elflock,” is supposed to be the work of evil 

( irions, and that if one buries thistle-seed it will gradually disap- 
Pnar. It is said to be produced from a thistle-seed, and old wives 
Crusi‘ if off with a sharp stone—a knife, or anything relating to 
°ur lrun age, being prohibited. In East Prussia, if any domestic 
annual has a sore, the cure is to gather four red thistle blossoms 
netore daybreak, and put one in each of the four directions of th«> 
c°mpass, with a stone in the middle between them.

The Carline Thistle—that gay inhabitant of barren soil—has 
curious tale attached to it, explaining how its name took if«

1- gm„from the great, Emperor Charlemagne. “A horrible nesti 
nce’ aay» the learned Tabernæmontanus, “ broke out in Charle

k
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macme’s army and carried off many thousand men, which greatly 
troubled the pious Emperor. Wherefore, he prayed earnestly to 
God, and in his sleep there appeared to him an angel, who shot an 
arrow from a cross-bow, telling him to mark the plant upon which 
it fell, for that with that plant he might cure his army of the 
pestilence, and so it really happened.” The Carline Thistle was

th'ItPhMbeen disputed what sort of thistle is really the “ Barbed 
Thistle ” of Scotland, but it is now generally agreed by botanists 
that the Cotton Thistle has the best claim to the honour It 
became the emblem of Scotland, if legends be true, m the follow
ing way: When the Danes invaded Scotland, it was deemed 
unwarlike to attack an enemy in the darkness of night, instead of 
in a pitched battle by day; but on one occasion the invaders 
resolved to avail themselves of stratagem, and in order to prevent 
their tramp from being heard, they marched barefooted, they 
had thus neared the Scottish forces unobserved, when a Dane 
unluckily stepped with his foot upon a superbly prickled thistle, 
and uttered a cry of pain, which discovered the assailants to the 
Scots, who ran to their arms and defeated the foe with grea 
slaughter. The thistle was immediately adopted as the insignia
of Scotland. , , . , ■

According to Petra Santa, the oldest device on 
thistle and relative motto, “ Nemo me impune lacesset, borne 
in the royal achievement of Scotland, a statement, however, I 
regret to say, which must just be taken for what it is wortln

If it has been a debatable question which is the true Scotch 
Thistle, we have not far to seek another much more so, namely, 
what is the true Irish Shamrock ? Is it the leaf of the wood- 
sorrel or that of one of the trefoils ? The weight ot authority is 
certainly in favour of the latter; Dutch Clover being pretty 
generally regarded by the Irish themselves as the true plant. 
The reason for the adoption of the Shamrock as the Irish emblem 
is well known. It seems that when St. Patrick, the great apostle 
of Ireland, landed near Wicklow, the inhabitants were ready to 
stone him, for attempting an innovation in the religion of then 
forefathers. He requested to be heard, and explained to them 

omnipotent sacred spirit, who created heaven and 
intained in Unity. His listeners 
this apparent impossibility. St.

record is the

that God is an 
earth, and that — — 
were very disinclined to 
Patrick therefore, plucked a trefoil from the ground ana exposuu- fated with them. “What!” he said, « is it notas possible tortte 
Father Son, and Holy Ghost to be one, as for these three leaves 
to grow upon a single stock?” His simple and imaginative
baptized ZZhrLfe of^hisTnSenî helped

for the plant, so
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1 £ s:?t “s rge- rSt. Patrick’s Day. hat a11 over Ireland,
Adopting the common view regarding the identity +i c, 

with! 161 US 666 What suPerstiti0DS of interest clover stands credfted'

on

In point of luck, it is to be noted, first of all, there is a 
difference between three-leaved and four-leaved clover n
the latter is a sure sign of luck. Only-and tiiis is In Ln i d 
point to observe—it must be found unawares. This is th!rtcmt 
with good fortune ; it comes unsought; if we hunt for it it ;= 
dom or never to be secured. He who finds four-leaved clover ^ i 
especially on Christmas Eve, has the power of seeingTirie and Snol 
■ke beings. In Hunt’s “ Popular Romances of the Well of Zt 
and there is a curious tale of a milkmaid who, after having finished 

her labours, plucked up a handful of grass and clover to put in the 
head of her hat that she might carry the bucket the steadier 

»he had no sooner placed the hat on her head, than she saw 
hundreds and thousands of the small people swarming in all direc
tions about the cow, and dipping their hands in the milk and 
taking it out on the clover blossoms.” When she gc 
glr.l lo°ked over by candle-light what was in her hat, an found 
1 b™ch of three-leaved grass and one stem with four-leaves 
n Bohemia, if a girl has a 1 over setting out on a journey, she con

nives, unknown to him, to place four-leaved clover in his shoes 
and believes that by that means she has effectually secured hi* 
return to her. And a lover, in the Tyrol, puts four-leaved 
uover under Ins pillow at night in order to dream of his lass 

ls, ll}so Relieved in some places to cure madness by being 
Fucked with a gloved hand and carried, unnoticed by any one to 

ie patient. And it is used in Germany also as a safeguard 
gainst being drafted for military service. Melton, in his “As- 

trologastir,” says that, “ If a man walking in the fields finds any 
lour-feaved grass, he shall, in a short while after, find some good 
nng.’ The wonderful powers and sacredness of four-leaved 

c 0Ver are said to arise from its cross-like form. This makes it, 
according to our forefathers, “ noisome to witches.”

I he finder of a five-leaved clover need expect nothing but badluck.
A piece of clover with only two leaves, or “a clover of two ” as 
18 called, is used in Cambridgeshire by young men and women 

( 0 desire to know to whom they are to be married. The method
• employing it may be gathered from the following rhyme which 
8 repeated as a charm,—

“A clover, a clover of two;
Put it in yeur right shoe.
The first young man [woman] you meet,
In field, street, or lane,
You’ll get him [her] or one of his [her] name.”

O 73
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to the >Another curious superstition concerning take home

vicinity of Altenburg It is held there, t his neigh-
with him a handful of clover from t^ year.
hour’s field, all will go well with his wMe aanz tfTrefoile> or 

Clover has some reputation as a ^ t^QUg weather,” says an 
Clovergrasse, against stormy < P -t afraid of an

U». which forms the
least, an ancient and useful hist y ingcription on one of the 
of the poor in Egypt, as we ear v » it aa been suggested.
Pyramids. The phrase ‘ta ris,’ from this early com.ec-
may naturally enoug i >a\ £ tpe plant, as the national
tioi with poverty. The adoption of the ^ gt_ D„id.»
device of Wales, commonly wo y various ways.
Day, the 1st of March,
According to some, it « be“ ffi J to be in memory of a

ÆUthl't “S’dlstiJgulh between themselves and their 

f0eïo quote the Cambria, of Rolt, 1759,—
_“Tradition’s tale

Recounting tells how famed Menevia's priest 
Marshalled his Britons, and ‘h« 9Mon t 
Discomfitted, how the green leek his^ band 
Distinguished, since by Britons annual worn,
Commemorates their tutelary pain .

Shakespeare gives a ^^^at^'fr^th^battle of Crecy. 

practice. According o addressing the monarch, says,—

«J
Fra"M-

7I
remembered of it, the Welshmen h Monmouth caps,
where leek, did grow, w«w* leek, m , of

very commonplace vie»  ------- .V noit8h if not the ^ els»emblem. “Perhaps,” he says, “the »Sh™^müon to believe
reader, will pardon us for origin whatever, but merely
that the custom had no romantic ong

i



sprung up in allusion to the prominence of the leek in the cuisine
”f Tbe'SiSe 'il the neri inhabitant of the vegetable world 
which I shall select for description, and in it we AaU find quah- 
ties revealed more mysterious by far than any bebng to the
fonr nationai plante 2a/, been

ascribe™to the elder In England, magical practice, with it were 
Summon a, to be taken special noticeofby lam b..we« , b,
tu-ing to the “ «"""ft fort d"L 5 pmctic’e”’ that are =»,- 
enacted that “ every Pne t fahnl the » ^^ (<) ^
oSinVS wonderful attribute,, it would be rash to hazard a
origin ot its wo ^ were on the way to discovering that
guess ; but it s ., ,, nowerful being under whose protec-
origin when we ^^^/Jbeboth in the Scandinavian and 
tion the tree was rep ^nted to ^ ^ of ^ solemn part
whXStg to ’popdl»r tradition, the elder played in the 

(Eider-wife“ By her a“ fc“hen abouETo cti the'Tree,
In consequence of this the P moel. Hyldemoer, allow me
•■ •k permission in these w h J gaid this_if they hear
mbiike-ti.eyïpft thrice in order to drive away the nett, and

other evil spirits recent times, the country people
In Lower Saxony, until jf d ft somewhat similar, though 

when about to lop the eldfi, Th repeated the following
rather more elaborate, P ' and folded hands: “ Lady

,...» »«=

least of

as no

some

beNo
all a cradle ; for were a cn
7.pSpiS'h.‘ ancient Prussian God of the Earth, 

TheiGcrnian'uanjea'id <iho^clder,r,ay®^ahe^writert Eld,orn,^Holl-

under, Holier, Hold» * mother of northern mythology whose 
ation with Huldah, tn S , wa8 known by as many tender
offspring are the elves. ^ gucceeded her-Helle, Hilda, 
appellations as the M< s’indie Hulda), “Frau Rose.” The
Bertha, W^L^titiôns connected with the plant correspond 
varieties ot the s P and aB she had rites performed in her
to her varied h^Mn® > ^ „ Me „ the fifteenth
«ntury,l"tt not surprising that the superstitions concern,ng he,

was sa

JJ

-,
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“ Even within this century it was a-should he singularly strong. ^
plant which none dared destroy.’ e , .,

Referring now to the connection, already alluded to, of the elde. 
with the Christian faith, it may be mentioned that it is a popular 
belief that our Lord’s cross was made of elder-wood. On this 
account the country people in some parts exercise the greatest 

not to bum any of the tree lest they should be guilty of 
In Scotland we find this idea very prevalent ; the 

address the following rhyme to the elder, 
made the instrument

care
irreverence 
peasants there often 
ascribing misfortune to it ever since it was 
of our Saviour’s death :

I

“ Bourtree, Bcmrtree, crooked rung,
Never straight and never strong ;
Ever bush and never tree, w
Since our Lord was nailed to thee.
be mentioned, is the name of the elder idBourtree, it may

SCAnother remarkable popular idea is that Judas hanged himself 
on an elder-tree. There happen to be mushrooms resembling the 
human ear found usually growing on the elder-tree : these are- 
known as Jews’ ears. Now this, say the best authorities, is a

and alludes to the superstition just 
on the elder evercorruption of Judas’ ears,

SÏÏUïïÆ fE * the T, have

wondrous virtues, and we find an old remedy for a cough m the 
following lines :—

“ For a cough take Judas’ ear, 
With the paring of a peare, 
And drink this without fear. 
If you will have a remedied

In the treatment of those ills that the flesh is heir to, the eldei 
is also very efficacious. The following is a Danish cure for tooth
ache Take an elder-twig and put it in your mouth ; then take 
it out and stick it in the wall, saying, “Depart, thou evil spirit . 
The Danes have a cure for ague, as well, by means of an elder-twig. 
They stick it in the ground without uttering a word ; the disease, 
it is held, passes then into the twig and attaches itself to the first 
person who unhappily approaches the spot. Quite independent o 
its magical powers, however, the elder u considered a whole 
magazine of physic to rustic practitioners. Boerhaave, it is said, 
sometimes took off his hat when he passed the tree, so useful did 
he consider it in the alleviation of human maladies.

In some places it is held that one may shelter safely under 
elder during a thunderstorm, as it is exempt from being struck by 
lightning. In North Germany, on Good Friday, after sunset, 
wreathes of elder are twined and hung up in the houses, and it » 
believed that they more effectually preserve the house than an} 
lightning conductor that ever was invented.

the
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Another foreign superstition is of interest to schoolboys : it is 
said that if boys are beaten with an elder-stick it hinders their

gFfhe nses to which the elder is applied in curing diseases, 
have s“meUcu,i,uT particule,, in an old - of

Iryngio, 16o; • w01;n(ls tIie leaves of the elder, which they
havï gathered the left da, of April, and which, to disappoint the 
chlrnîof witches, the, had affiled to their dores and wurdows. 
A„aamulet against thei erysipelas 
tho plflpr on which the sunne nevei am ,

. 1 r ill» elder growing on a. sallow. ^ o are alsodescribed made ol tne eia g f pldpr and sallow,told that “some hang a cross madsaiioW'
mutually interweaving, about tii ^ ^ which an invalid

In Bohemia, thre p ^ of aQ eider-tree, with the words, 
has bathed are P°u tha(. tbou mayst take my fever upon
“ Elder, God se performed on three successive days ; the-
^pe™""u£~^he h», not meanwhile passed

’t'much fo, theilivingi tWead *, ""^h 
elder. In far back ti t formed the whip-staff of the

5= ÏÏZJj r. cniom
“,oVju^y°tho blooming of the tree whether o, not the

soul of the deceased IS happy. branches of the elder are full
It is well known that the youngerm< gQ forms a ho]low

of pith, which the schoolboy P iausical instruments were
pipe fitted for a toy. In old times m from this
made by dwellers in the ^untry m this way, ^ ^ Qr
circumstance the tree got, l<‘ Iia An odd notion in connec-
bore-tree, and in Scotland of b«mr tree in his time.
tion with this is mentioned by he says, «that the

r^'the elder was held

‘SSSS^A
The ST. Jen's ^

"rtheMpulSn of witches and the prognostication of the fates

we

“made of

over
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John’s Eve, and attribute to rt.to "”VT, to answer to
virtues. Wily is it called S . Scandinavian times, when
this question we must go back to old witcheB. Now, the
we shall find that it was the sym Baldur (the sun), and
witches were, as was natural, unfriend y >1()od. Qn the
the plant went commonlyby
conversion of the North *° ^nsüamty^tne made by the
the northern mythology the deatl Baptist. The
Christians to retained its pagan
day, however, m 8P^of ch,g |i ht witches peopled the air, 
characteristics. On Midsum » ied to those who
ghosts were seen, and the futur festival was taken

SAtnKtoÏÏSS£Æ 0, the Scandinavian god

suggesting that of the Baptist. central plant
In Sweden and Norway the St. Johns jc. ^ ^ gt<

of the Midsummer s-gvastar, and t“ «For on that
John’s Eve is hung up as an antidote ■ Walpurgis
night,” it has been remarked, the ° klen The Bon
witches demand that every precaution should be tak were
or Bel tire», kindled in their h™» 'Sn.fomed into

Sr S ”* -
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now

A few

--“£F i^Tir^nï
Sw to £%J. Wort a^laccd on to root» oj boute* 
on the Lower Rhine as a protection against eviL X^ ^
É&lÆrfbnt JhetoTte improve it. quality or for 

in great quantities &ome trall8iation, by Barnaby Googe,
TtL li«n Am of NaogeorguaS’called “ThePopi.h Kingdom :

lar sa 
never

more

.. Then doth the joyful feast of John 
The Uaptiet take hie turtle.

When bonfires great with lofty flame, 
In eyerie town doth burne ;

a a
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round about with maides,And young
Doe daunce in everie street,

With garlands wrought of motherwort 
Or else with vervain sweet,

And many other flowres faire,
With violets in their bandes,

Whereas they all do fondly thinke 
That whosoever standee 

And thorow the flowres beholds the flame, 
His eyes shall feel no pain*.

When there till night they danced have, 
They through the fire amain,

With striving mindes doe run, and all 
Their hearbes they east therein.

And then with worries devout and prayers 
They solemnly begin,

Desiring G"od that all their ills 
May there consumed be,

Whereby they think through all that yeere, 
From agues to be free.

men

,• hi a u Survey of London,” that it was
customaryTst. John’s Eve to hang up St. John’s Wort over the 
d ors along with green birch, fennel, orpine white likes, and other 
plant Pennant, whd wrote at a later date describes St Johns 
Wort as hung over the doors in Wales on Midsummer Eve.

In love-divination St. John’s Wort, as one might suppose, is
thSÏ is^Datis^^am^ZSrls on St John?Day to

roof, in order to form from J p];mt for themselves and
usual mode’h^irh^ee’heart ; if these grow together it is a presage

of » wedding. long

ro"f “ *5gathered by girls and fastened to 11 iover in the
£e„d?"ge --K * * nnd w,ther«d, the

maiden i« fated to lie in e”7jrjVe;ke isie of Wight, before 
It used to be . ^Hf trod on the St.

crowds of visitor liront & ‘ horsè would rise from the earth 
t all night, leaving you in the morning wherever
to be at sunrise. , 7 ,

wort (Hypericum a uadr angular e, 
°ne species ot minute holes, which

r popularly connected with the blood of John the

another for

death.

you i

The
as the sap, are

i
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The London Post Office.

Baptist, and are reported to appear always on the day of St. John’s 
being beheaded (August 29th).

And so much for this common, 
whose golden blossoms enliven 
often till far on in September.

598

but interesting little plant, 
grassy banks- and shady lanesour

POST OFFICE.
JOHN TIMES.

rpHE General Post Office^London,^has had

officio?England and'Scoïland.’’^The officTwïnext removed 

to Cloak-lane, Dowgate; and then to Black Swan, Bls^Ps^te"
. After the Great Fire, the office was shifted to the Black 

Pillars, in Brydges-street, Covent-garden ; thence early m the last 
century, to the mansion of Sir Robert Viner (close to Shevborne- 
lane), in Lombard-street ; and the chief office to St. Martin s-le-

GlThe General Post-office occupies the site of the College of St. 
Martin’s-le-Grand, at the junction with New^te-streei lt ^is 
designed by Sir R. Smirke, R. A., and was built betwen 1825 and 
1829 : it is insulated, and is externally of Portland stone ; four 
hundred feet long, one hundred and thirty wide, and sixty-four 
high. It stands in the three parishes of St. Ann and St. Agnes, 
St Leonard, and St. Micheal-le-quern ; and one hundred and 
thirty-one houses and nearly one thousand inhabitants weie ( i - 
placed to make room for this single edifice. Several Roman

frieze is inscribed, “ georgio quarto REGE, mdoccxxix. Beneath 
are entrances to the Grand Public Hall eighty feet long by about 
sixty wide, divided by Ionic columns into a centre and two aisles, 
and" in the vaulted basement are the warm-air apparatus and 
gasometers. North of the Hall are the offices for newspapers, 
inland letters, and foreign letters; south are the offices of the 
London local post; the communication being by a tunnel ai 
railway under the Hall floor. In the middle story north are the 
offices for dead, mis-sent, and returned letters; south, secretary s 
■offices, hoard-rooms, &c. The clock, over the principal entrance 

made by Vulliamy; the bob of the pendulum weighs four

street

-was
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The London Post Office.

hundred and forty-eight pounds, the object being to counteract 
the effects of wind on the hands of the dial. In the eastern front, 
facing Foster-lane, the letter-bags are received. The mechanical 
contrivances for the despatch of the business of the office display 
great ingenuity ; steam-power is variously employed : two endless 
chains, worked by a steam-engine, carry, in rapid succession, a 
series of shelves, each holding four or five men and their letter- 
bags, which are thus raised to various parts of the building.

King James II. has the credit of having established something 
like an organized foreign post : when a man could more speedily 
receive a reply to a letter sent to Madrid than he could to one 
despatched to Ireland or Scotland. The home post was in the 
hands of carriers, and also of pedestrian wayfarers : and the former 

'even could not convey a note to the North, and bring an answer 
back, under two months at the very earliest. Witherings, one of 
the chief postmasters of Charles I.’s days, reformed this abuse. 
He established a running-post, as it was called, between England 
and Scotland, the riders pushing forward night and day ; and it 
was hoped, if the thing was not actually accomplished at the time, 
that the writer of a letter from London to Edinburgh would receive a 
reply within a week ! When this running or rather riding post 

established, very sanguine was Witherings. If the post he 
said, “be punctually paid, the news will come sooner than 
thouqhL" He considered that news which passed from Edinburgh 
to London in three days and nights, by relays of horses, whose 
swinging trot never ceased, was outstripping thong it.

The arrangements for the Foreign Mails m the present day show 
in a forcible manner, the wonderful extent of British commerce and 
relationships. Here are departments for Austria, Baden, Bavaria, 
France, Norway, Denmark, and the most northern latitudes ; the 
Brazils, Chili, the Equator, Spain, Sardinia, Switzerland, Lmted 
States of America, North America, the various districts of India, 
Australia, &c. Here arrangements are made for the oveiland 
Indian and other mails. The letters, newspapers and books are 
secured in cases of sheet-iron, which, when full, are carefully 
soldered up and inclosed in wooden chests, which are bianded with 
crosses of red or black, and marked with the name ot the district, 
city, &c at which its arrival is awaited. Each of the boxes 
referred to weighs, when filled with letters and papers about 
eighty six pounds, and the ordinary Australian mail, exclusive of 
the portion sent overland, generally consists of four hundred and 
eighty boxes of books and newspapers, and one hundred boxes 
of letters—in all five hundred and eighty boxes. These would 
weigh altogether forty-nine thousand eight hundred and eighty 
pounds, equal to nearly twenty-two tons and a half.

The Mails were originally conveyed on horseback and in light 
carts, until 1784, when mail-coaches were substituted by Mr. 
Palmer. The first mail-coach left the Three Kings yard, Piccadilly,
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mmmmm
line between Liverpool and Manchester^ Waghorn
«“ed^XiiTlSia, by the direct ^Jtro^e

railways, foot-messengers, and steam-packets was about one^m^-
dred and thirty-three thousand miles per day, tl &

"--M Se Z v,gn,™ -nails was

'ir=b a« reSTudX- -«k r> •* ««ss

In 1839 was invented the travelling post-office, in w 
sort the letters during the railway journey and the ga*£ tw 
nnd exchanges the letter-bags, without stopping the traml! on hour was the common rate of the first mail-carts ; a rail-

F?~EEEE=EEBhour ,s atta,n«d. By the r _ minute_ the

HSs^aSSSsS?5Vaiî'jKtab/PM^'^aTe7l!™0rclingtodiStance.,.,t.lIXwc,n-
be, 5th, 1839, when the liter of
10th, 1840, was commMced the Iecei,ed two thou-
half an ounce weight, etc l*»e fxoverr m i < f ^ Rwhmd
iriL ^u^nS untilTheTha^had been some years agitated by a 

Pv.i Magazine established for ^
neuf of the uniform »>^ „t recover itself
office, who maintained that the rev en ^ wfite Lord
ÎÜSiVSSri «1 absurdity of supposing that letter., the

600
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conveyance of which cost on an average twopence-halfpenny each, 
could ever be carried for a penny and leave a profit on the trans
action ! The uniform rate was pronounced by Colonel Maberley to 
he “ impracticable ; ” and as to pre-payment, he was sure the 
public would object to it, however low the rate might be ! And 
a Scotch journalist ridiculed the idea of persons having to stick 
pieces of paper upon their letters ! The stamped postage-covers 
came into use may 6, 1840; but the idea of a prepaid envelope is 

old as the time of Louis XIV. A pictorial envelope was designed 
by W. Mulready, R. A., but little used. A fancied value is attached 
to this envelope ; for we have seen advertised in the limes. 
“The Mulready Postage Envelope—For sale, an Indian-proof 
impression. One of six, from the original block engraved by John 
Thompson in the year 1840, price 20 guineas The postage 
label-stamps were first used in 1841 ; perforated, o .

Number of Letters.—The greatest number of letters, under the 
old system, ever known to pass through the General Post-office in 
one day, was received there on July 15, 1839, viz. ninety thousand ; 
the amount of postage being £4050 a sum greater by £o30 than 
any hitherto collected in one day. In the third week of February 
the number of letters is usually highest. The ordmary daily 
average is four hundred thousand letters ; on 19th August, 1853, 
it reached six hundred and thirty thousand. The number of 
letters which pass through the Post-office in a year is nearly four 
hundred million. In 1864, six hundred and seventy-nine million 
eighty-four thousand eight hundred and twenty-two letters passed
through the post, being an increase of thirty-seven million over 
the previous year; and in the same period the number of book- 
packets and newspapers which were transmitted rose to over hfty 
million, or seven million more than in 1863. ,

“ It is estimated that there lies, from time to time, in the Dead- 
Letter Office, undergoing the process of finding owners . 
£11,000 annually, in cash alone. In July, i847, for instance 
only a two months’ accumulation—the post-haste of four tl i 
six'hundred and fifty-eight letters, aU containing property was 
arrested by the bad' superscriptions of the wnte s dhey were 
consigned -after a searching inquest upon each by that efficient 
coroner, the “ blind clerk”—to the post-office Morgue. 1 here 
were bank-notes of the value of £1010, and money-orders for £407 
12a. But most of these ill-directed letters contained coin in small 
B11 a vpo 1 /) Qo frd. On the 1 /tli ot July, Lo4/,- ’ thfLad-I-etter Office bills «f «change for the
immense sum of £40,410 5,. 7,i." The 'raine 'at property contemed 
in missing letters, during twelve months, is about £200,000.

There are employed in the General Post-office, including the 
London District Letter-carriers, but exclusive of the receivers, two 
thousand five hundred persons, in different offices: Secretary s 
Accountant’s, Receiver’s, Dead-Letter, Money-Order, Inland, an 1

as
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London District Offices. ^”^0^ sîrFraïc^Freffiing and 

only two secretaries to _ brought up in the Post-office,
Colonel Maberly. Sir Franciss v s ^ highegt duties 0f the 
had performed the humblest a p lmer the great Post-office
department, and was a ProteVe ^ Col. Maberly, M.P, who

ïithttX» rSStfib. sear

The net Revenue of the persons employed
was £1,482,522. T 16 n!1 • , t two • of pensioners, one thousand 
twenty-five thousand and e g J wages, allowances, &c.,
two hundred and «event,-«un f32,396 ; build-
£1,295,153 ; postage stamps, £-.2,y ,ce by Jache8, carts, etc.,
ings, repairs, etc., ’ 220. Y0f mails by private ships and
£140,517; by railways, f£28,22 , h Isthmuses of Suez and 
by packets, etc, £796’39'.’, ° aeents, etc., £28,786; and
Panama, with salaries of Admiralty g total for con
fer mail-bags and boxes, tolls, etc., , 

of £1,516,442.
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were

1865
was

riginally projected by Robert Murray, 
ë Of Clothworkers; and William 

It was commenced as a

veyance
The Penny Post was o 

„ milliner, of the Company
Dockwra, a sub-searcher in the Customs. projectors,foot-post’, in 1680 with four deliveries a dj^ JCotfoe-

however, quarrelled : Murray se P Penny Post-house mhouse, in Wood-street ; and Dockwra at the Yenny^

Lime-street, formerly the m^si" right 0f the Duke of York,
was considered an infringement ^th ^ geUled. and in a suit
on whom the Post-office n ve q against Dockwra. H
to try the question, a verdit f,)TX)inted Con.pt,-—. — -

compensated by a pension, - PP T1 flrst office was in 
Penny Post, but was dismissed m W received. In 1 08, one 
Co rail ill, near the’Change : parce J wp reœ w ich
P„vc, «t UP tb, ttCoffitl Srurrtie.. They continued
soon suppressed by the 1 wfaen the weight was
to convey parcels down t ’ ., . ,,dvance down to 1 < 94. In• The postage ^ paid m advanœ ^ ^

a rW?^ ,y of London, South-

was

limited to

four ounces.
lïèd vonL 6 three-pence heyouu -ne ^ — COMoUda«d .to
wark, and Westminster ; but in 1
the Penny Genera branch of the Post-office, is

^ b^cLierubl, added by co.nmie.ion to the

Post-office revenue.
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ABOUT THE MOON.

E have all heard of the “ Man in the Moon,” with a thorn- 
bush and a dog, or as two children bearing a bucket of 

water on a pole. In Ceylon it is said that as Sakyamuni 
day wandering half starved in the forest, a pious hare met him, 
and offered itself to him to be slain and cooked for dinner ; where
upon the holy Buddha set it on high in the moon, that future 
generations of men might see it and marvel at its piety. In the 
Samoan Islands these dark patches are supposed to be portions of 
~ woman’s figure. A certain woman was once hammering some
thing with a mallet, when the moon arose, looking so much like a 
bread-fruit that the woman asked it to come down and let lier 
child eat off a piece of it; but the moon, enraged at the insult, 
gobbled up woman, mallet, and child, and there, m the moons 
belly, you may still behold them. According to the Hottentots, 
the Moon once sent the Hare to inform men that as she died 
away and rose again, so should men die and again come to 1 e. 
But" the stupid Hare forgot the purport of the message, and 
coming down to the earth, proclaimed it tar and wide that though 
the Moon was invariably resuscitated whenever she died, mankind, 
on the other hand, should die and go to the Devil. When the 
silly brute returned to the lunar country and told what he had 
done, the Moon was so angry that she took up an axe and aimed 
a blow at his head to split it. But the axe missed and only cut 
his lip open ; and that was the origin of the hare-lip. Mad. 
dened by the pain and the insult, the Hare flew at the Moon and 
almost scratched lier eyes out; and to this day she bears on her 
face the marks of the Hare’s claws. a , .

Again, every reader of the classics knows iow 1 
Endymion into a profound slumber because lie refused her love, 
and'how at sundown she used to come and stand above l im on 
the Latmian hill, and watch him as he lay asleep on the marb e 
steps of a temple half hidden among drooping elm-trees, over 
which clambered vines heavy with dark blue grapes. This 
represents the rising moon looking down on the setting s , 
in Labrador a similar phenomenon has suggested a some t 
different story Among the Esquimaux the Sun is a maiden and 
the Moon is her brothef, who is overcome by a 
her. Once as this uirl was at a dancing-party in a filends hut, 
som. ’ 1 s , , t. i10ic| of her by the shoulders andsome one came up and took noiu o j v •
shook her, which is (according to the legend) the Esquimaux 
manner of declaring one’s love. She could not tell who it was m 
the dark, and so she dipped her hand in some soot and smeared 
°ne of his cheeks with it. When a light was «truck in the _ n t, 
she saw, to her dismay, that it was her brother, and, without 
waiting to learn any more, she took to her heels. He started in
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tbe “fc when 6

becomes so

MUSIC.

Music, thou burning g e q{ God-8 wrapt choir re\e,
Thy golden self ; on g P wert dead.

" I wept, dreaming that t of snow
The wild swan sadly wavered whh lus w g ^ ^
And ceased to be ; the heart of Raptoe ^ ^ ^
The dumb reed shivered when pa e P ^ lover»s glow ;

The myrtleto grow,
“'"’fcW wedding-bell, were deed.

Thy IbrdUng w»-»Vg »nds each eagerri^ ^ ^

'^SrèdPaU’lre - ^rler and 10 

Thou pilest hecatombs of
Music, soft P"”«"fjXth"trneyed»»rn«" We'kneel

Kneel, prouder than the m whom carnage glorified,
Who knit the East and _ Helena died,
Than Europe’s fiie-brand,,who^ far and wide 
Than Triton’s horn of^tnumpli,^ ^ ^ ti(le,

From 7®dfomSthat veils the shipwrecked dead.

Music, thou chorister ad<nable,jrtl 8tar to star,
Laying, dead.

Thou harmony of alUjeationWtey^W . ,j: ^
When Phidias saw Hellen b • Luther learnt to pi ay,

Newton read the spheres, i t pæan, lay,

save.
Who

Wlven

ROBERT BATSON.
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E have thus made ourselves acquainted with the beautiful 
-flowers self-constructed by the molecules of water in 

Do the molecules show this architectural power 
when ordinary wa r is frozen ? What, for example is- the struc
ture of the ice ver which we skate m winter ? Quite as 
wonderful * the flowers of the snow. The observation is rare, if

in water slowly freezing six-rayed îce- 
the surface. A six-rayed star 

our lake ice. It is

w snow 
calm cold air.

not new, but I have seen 
stars formed, and floating free 
moreover, is typical of the construction ot all 
built up of such forms wonderfully interlace .

Take a slab of lake ice and place it in the path ot 
trated sunbeam. Watch the track of the beam through the ice 
Part of the beam is .topped, part of ,t^o=s whatever

HqSibctioo is -ot uniformly diffused. 
fL spot, of rs£

on

a concen-

sparkle forth. Every one
ÏSir.f.'îS ol.be that tmlr .he light fan 
properly upon these flowers you cannot see them. But what. is 
the central spot ? A vacuum. Ice swims onwater becausc,bulk 
for bulk it is lighter than water; so that when ice ib melted it 
shrink in size. Can the liquid flowers occupy ^ who
space of the ice melted? Plainly no. A httie ^y space ^ 
formed with the flowers, and this space, or rather its surface, 
shines in the sun with the lustre of burnished silver. g q{

In all cases the flowers are formed parallel 
freezing. They are formed when the sun shines upon tbeice^ot 
every lake; sometimes in myriads, an so smabut 
magnifying glass to see them. The) ‘ 3 , • Even

one portion of the same piece oi ice may
while a second portion shows.themymperfec £ The

Here we have a reversal ot the l J molecules
searching solar beam is delicate enoug i ecture. Try the
down without deranging the order o ien ^ You
«Périment for you£lf with *£*?«*“2 J^fto the

sun. 'The bJy^f ttehght waves and even a portion of the
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THE FORMS OF WATER.
.Vo. VI.—Architecture of Lake Ice.
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An Idyll of the Rhine.606

dark ones, pass through the ice without losing any of their heating 
power When properly concentrated on combustible bodies, even 
after having passed through the ice, their burning power becomes
manifest. ,

And the ice itself may be employed to concentrate them, 
ice-lens in the pelar regions Dr. Scoresby has often concentrated 

the sun’s rays so as to make them burn wood, fire gunpowder, and 
melt lead ; thus proving that the heating power is retained by the 
rays, even after they have passed through so cold a substance.

By rendering the rays of the electric lamp parallel, and then 
sending them through a lens of ice, we obtain all the effects which 
Dr. Scoresby obtained with the rays of the sun.

With
an

AN IDYLL OF THE RHINE.
Her loveliness I never knew,
Until she smiled on me.—Wordsworth.

HE thrushes were piping merrily, and it 
Lischen was listening, not to the three 

were puffing lustily at their instruments of music down below. 
For it was a feast day, and the people of Lowenberg were at the 
Weimuirthschaft, enjoying the fine evening and the music and 
the beer of their native land. The little circular dancing-ground 
was nicely sanded, the tables and chairs were set in rows beside it, 
and the German fathers and uncles were seated there, with their 
modest bottles of pale, jasper-coloured wine, or glasses of amber 
beer. And as the band puffed and blew with the sober steadfast
ness of Germans who knew their duty, and the young people went 
round and round in the waltz with the same sobriety, the men 
nodded gravely to the music and thought, “ my Tracy or my Anna
is the best dancer in the village.” .

Meanwhile, the mothers sat in an arbour and gossiped over their 
knitting, and sipped coffee from thick white cups, which might 
have served as shuttlecocks without injury to themselves. 1 hose 
who had no beer and no coffee and no partner for the dance, sat 
on the edge of the road above and watched the fun. Lischen was 
one of these. Her sweet face, with its pure oval outline and clear 
thoughtful eyes, was framed in by a background of vine leaves, 
growing on a trellis. The sunlight flickered and fell across her 
light brown hair, smoothly braided in a round coil behind, She 
had none of the fine daggers or silver-headed pins with which the 
other girls ornamented their tresses. Her hands, brown with the 
sun, but smooth and finely formed, moved rapidly over her 
knitting; the pins twinkled as they moved ; but her eyes roved 
with their calm, restful, thoughtful gaze on all the life around her.

to them that 
and a boy who

was
menT

A
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No one asked her to dance : it was not because she was an orphan, 
the adopted daughter of old Jacob Müller, who had but little to 
give or leave. The lads of Lowenberg were not so sordid as that : 
but it was because she was so silent, so reserved, seemingly so far 
removed in mind from those about her. The young fellows were 
half afraid of Lischen, and the girls, when they gossiped at the 
spring, felt that she did not care for their simple chatter ; she 
would rather get through her work as quickly as possible, and so 
save an hour for her beloved books. Even the Bauer’s son, who 
had a great education, was shy of Lisa ; but then it was known 
that he admired the wheelwright’s handsome Katinka, with whom 
he was now dancing. The Bauerin herself was among the group 
in the summer-house, and as her eyes fell on Lischen sitting all 
alone, she observed to her neighbour, with that conviction which 
a sense of property is apt to give to all one’s opinions : “ Lischen 
is alone as usual. I am sorry for the girl ; she must alter before 
she will get a lover. Men like a girl who can chat a little and 
laugh at their jokes, not seem to be dreaming of some one in the 
stars while they are speaking.”

Meanwhile, the children of Frau Knatage, the wirthin, having 
to amuse themselves while their mother was running hither and 
thither among her guests, were dragging the baby to and fro in a 
little cart. Baby’s round face, oddly placed in its little rims of 
cap, peeped over the top of the cart : the wheels made a frightful 
noise, scroop, scroop, scroop. All of a sudden, there was an out
cry : Roschen, a little toddling woman of two, trotting steadily 
beside this majestic equipage, had been overthrown by its great 
speed, and lay prone and squealing upon the highroad. It was 
Lischen who ran to pick the child up, soothed her, and rocked her 
to sleep upon her knee. The little head lay pillowed on Lischen’s 
bosom. The cart went scrooping up and down as before.

The dancing went on. Between the dances, two or three 
singers would stand up and take parts in a Volkslied, and all the 
rest, listening calmly, would afterwards hammer a little encour
agement with their pots of beer ; then a fresh waltz would begin. 
The sun began to sink ; the shadows on the hill grew violet ; the 
waters of the Rhine, seen between two slopes, began to wear a 
tender glow. Frau Knatage came and thanked Lischen for her 
care of the child, and the girl smiled with a strange smile which 
Was quite her own, and gently smoothed the little head. The 
v'iliage shepherd came down the hill, walking slowly, because one 
°f his sheep was lame. They followed him obediently, quickening 
their pace when he uttered his sharp “Brrr!” and turning off by 
twos or threes as they came to their own lanes or their own home
steads. The young people began to separate, but Lisa did not 
like to move, on account of Roschen, who still slept. The shep
herd’s note came with the soft distinctness of distant noises in the 
evening, and the grasshoppers close at hand seemed to mimic him 
with their smaller “ Brrr 1 Brrr I ”
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Boschen?” are the little eyes opening ? Ah ! it is only a peep. 
Good-night again. We turn up this way, sir, by the poplars.”

“You say Father Müller was kind to you. Is he not kind 
now ?”

“ He is kind and gentle, always : dear little father ! but when 
he came home last autumn, he brought with him a wife, and she 
is not as kind as Father Müller.” Lischen shook her head.

“ And so she keeps his house now. And what do you do ? ’
“ I do what I can. No one wants me much now. Round this 

corner of the rock we shall see Lowenberg. 1 here it is !
“ Magnificent !” cried Harry Thorpe, the first word he had 

spoken in the English language. Before him, on a rocky eminence, 
stood the old castle, hidden away in its mountain nook. Its old 
towers frowned defiance still, though there were now no foes to 
defy, and those ancient eyes, its windows, were blind and dark. 
Ivy and other growth clung about it, and caught a golden light 
from the evening sun. Eed stone-crop glowed upon the gray 
stones of the hill-side. A few poplars shivered at the base, a 
streamlet ran bubbling down. Lischen smilingly pulled a large 
dock-leaf, and twisting it into a cup, dipped it into the water.

“ Drink quickly,” she said. “ It is fresh and cool.
He put his lips to it as she held it ; as he drank, the water 

flowed down over his breast. They laughed.
“ I must climb up to the castle,” lie said. “ Good-bye, I iau em , 

a thousand thanks.”
“ A de,” she answered, her calm eyes dwelling on him. 

as it were a spell that held him near this quiet girl, whom 
one wanted much,” and as if he were breaking that spell when be 
sprang up the rocky steps. Half way up the ascent, he stoppe o 
look back. The child had awakened and was gathering flowers ; 
Lischen stood looking upwards at the traveller, hei rig ian 
shading her eyes from the evening sun. M hen she saw liin oo 
ing at her, she raised her left hand and pointed to an easiei pa i. 
“ She is like Ellesmere’s Gretchen,” he thought. As he watched 
her, she turned to the child to receive its little treasure.

When he had watched the red ball sink m i s g oiy e m 
purple hill, from the very top of that aged towel, any lorp 
turned to descend. Lischen’s form, now in the broad shadow of a 
slope, was still there. A boyish lightness filled Ins heart. He 
ran; he sprang from rock to rock. Sudden y, a s one 0 
lie alighted gave way : it tottered, fell, and e wi i i . J 
sprang up. “Oh! take care,” she cried. She came rapid y 
towards him. He laughed and said, “ It is nothing, trying to 
rise: but a spasm of pain shot through him, and his right foot
sank under him useless. , , ,

“Is it broken?” asked Lisa anxiously, gravely, and with no 
embarrassment, passing her fine, strong hand over the ankle-bone.

JJ

*

He felt 
“ no
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66 Only a sprain,” he answered : but he felt sick and faint, and 
could say no more.

“Lie still,” said the girl, quietly. “You will be better soon,
I will fetch you water.” She went to make another cup, fastening 
it together better with thorns. While she was gone, the child 
carne clambering up, and held out to him for comfort one of those 
garlands of beech-leaves which the country folk qiake ; it was a 
treasure to him : Lisa had made it.

Presently, he was well enough to finish his descent, with 
Lischen’s arm to help him. Englishmen have not the happy se t- 
satisfaction which enables them to look sentimental m such light 
afflictions ; they generally feel that they are looking foolish, and 
g0 felt Harry Thorpe. He was by no means happy to be hopping 
along the road, though leaning on the arm of the most beautiful 
girl, to his mind, that he had ever seen. It was a “ horrid bore 
and “ a nuisance.” He could not get back to his hotel, and the 
Weinwirthschaft had looked by no means inviting or even cleanly. 
He had formed no plan, when they reached old Müller s hut,
Lischen’s home.

“ Come in, sir,” she said, 
that will do you good.”

A sudden inspiration flashed across him.
“ Do you think 1 may stay here?” he asked.
“Here? In our poor little hut?”
“You see I cannot walk,” he rejoined, with a depth of cunning. 

She pondered gravely.
“ No, you cannot walk : and Frau Knatage is not too clean. 

Perhaps—we must ask the mother. The beds have just beeti 
washed and are new filled with straw.”

The cottage-door opened, and Father Midler 
look of mild surprise, enhanced in effect by the erectness of his lew 
grey hairs, and the horn spectacles pushed up upon his forehead. 
Lischen explained and so did Harry, in his best German, and m 
the same he proffered his request. The old man shook his head. 
He could say nothing till the Hausfrau should come home; but 
the stranger was welcome to rest, The kitchen was clean as 
German country kitchens ever are, with their little black pots and 
pans in which such good savoury things are cooked, and Lischen
moved about in her household work.

“Will the child never go home ?” thought Harry, watching 
Rbsch n still on the doorstep ; but the little cart came scroop- 
scrooping up the hill, and baby was packed in by Lischen, and 
drawn home triumphantly by her brothers. Then came r rau 
Midler, a stout, sour-taced woman ; but she too remembered the 
beds were fresh-washed, and she was keen for the money winch 
would ensue ; and thus at last, Harry Thorpe took up his abode
for three weeks in the Midlers’ cottage. .

happy and a good time to him and happier still to Lisa,

“ Father Midler has oils and cordials

out with acame

It was a
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Like her, he was alone in the world, and he was rich, and his time 
was his own. No irksome duties called his thoughts away from 
that still valley and simple household, where his mind, half-spoiled 
and shrunken by contact with the world, and by that sickening 
adulation which is paid to the rich and young, expanded and shot 
upwards like a healthy tree in the pure atmosphere of Lisa’s 
presence. All in her was so simple and pure ; she was like fresh, 
clear water. And her mind grew and opened like a flower under 
his teaching ; all the poetry inherent in her German nature gained 
new life under the touch of culture which he gave it. XV hen her 
work was done and she could take her knitting, he would pay her 
with a poem, or a story of other lands, for a song in her sweet, 
rich, thrilling voice. A new colour and life came into the girls 
face ; a new grace and vivacity into her movements. It was so 
fresh, so delicious to find that anyone cared for her, that her 
singing, which had only been used hitherto to lull a child to sleep, 
could give pleasure to some one. And perhaps there was a deeper 
feeling still.

But quietly and unconsciously this inner life went, on ; though 
the young man had sometimes asked himself how it should end, 
no definite answer had come, and he had not sought long 01 one.

But there came a day, when he was seated, with his boo iesi e 
the spring. It gushed out of the living rock into a stone trough 
fringed with ferns. The bank behind was gemmed with delicate 
flower-bells, blue, and purple, and pink, and white ; and c rooping 
trees overhung the nook. Lischen came up with her pi c îei, as 
she had often come before. He looked up, expecting to mee u r 
calm, bright smile,—perhaps of late a little less calm, a 1 

more bright. But now, there was only a faint trembling ee mg 
for a smile on her lips, and her eyes were red. She di no spea 
and as she lifted the pitcher to the spring and Harry lhorpe 
sprang up te help her, he saw that one of those firm, roundedaij““ 
was waled with red streaks. He set down the jug, am 00 
hand tenderly.

“What is this, my Lischen ? he said.The lip. qjere/like . child', end two great tear, rolled down^
“The mother 1 I broke the best dish; it was wrong of me, but 

I could not help it, and she heat me.
—I.baling he, head and looking £. « 

the injured arm. “ But it was very provoking of me to break the 
dish.” . _

kneSgTS' hernpintohe, ‘face? cla.ping both her 

hands.
“ Oh 1 my child, come to me 

.«o happy, so happy.”

horror and hatred at the

1” he said, “and I will make you

ii
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The soul within her eyes seemed to start hack from him.
“ Come to you!” she repeated wonderingly, with a half smile

upon her lips.
“ Come to me, yes ; for ever, Lischen, and be my wife.
Suddenly she snatched her hands away and covered her face 

with them, turning aside from him. He rose slowly, and strove 
to comfort her ; but he was timid, as a man must be when he loves 
his first love truly, and tries to win her. There seemed to be 
some great struggle in her heart, for she was trembling violently. 
At last, she turned ; he was wonderstruck by the deep bliss in her 
look ; but though there was a thrill in her voice as sometimes in 
her singing, she did not lose her quiet dignity of address.

“ You are very good to me,” she said, in the idiom of her 
country ; “ and I am too good to you to let you marry a poor girl 
when you might have some grand lady who could make you 
haDDV

“ Oh ! Lischen, do you not know, then, that for every man there 
is but one woman in the world who can make him happy, and you 
are that one to me. I want you, nothing else.”

The poor jug stood, running over, and no one heeded it ; a 
nightingale sang, though it was day, and little blossoms from the 
trees fell at the feet of the lovers, but Mother Muller bad to wait

Lischen came back with

*

and cool her anger as she might, for 
the water for an hour’s time. And when she came, it was as 
if the pale and green bud, close shut and unheeded, had suddenly 
opened in the morning sunshine into the grand white lily, like a 
glory of purity and perfection.

In the Schweigerthal there is a little graveyard, and therein 
stands a cross of marble, with this inscription :

To
Lischen

For three years the joy of a 
most loving husband.

Well a flower had opened and bloomed and faded : but he 
whose hand had held it, whose gaze bad rested on it so lovingly, 
knew that it was blooming still in Paradise. In winter the snow 
of heaven covers the grave ; in spring the snow of the hawthorns : 
but the eternal Sun still shines above, and human grief and hope 
look on towards the day when, as flowers from the soil, the loveu 
and lost shall rise in new glory from their quiet sleeping-places.

no

£tT The second part of Rev. W. Begg's admirable discussion 
of Beauty was mislaid till too late for insertion in our present 
number. It will appear in our next issue.

t
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CURRENT EVENTS.

rriHE events which have occurred in the Parliament at Ottawa, 
JL have fully j ustified our views as to the merits of the parties 
immediately connected with the great Pacific Railway scandal and 
exceeded our expectations. When we last wrote on this subject 

feared that the spirit of party would carry the day against 
right and conscience ; that the honour of our young nation was 
about to be tarnished so as that no future effort could brighten it, 
that political morality among us would henceforward be a bye- 
word ; and that, radically corrupt, we could only look forward to 
a fuller development of still more nefarious transactions, con
ducted without disguise, and to which would be attached no 
disgrace. We have been agreeably disappointed. It was conh- 
dently predicted by the favourers of the Government that they 
would have a considerable majority, but as the debate piocee e , 
conviction that the action of the Premier was utteily in e en si e 
deepened ; and defection from the ranks of his suppoiters o owe , 
and dismay sat on their countenances ; and, we may con en y 
affirm, that at the last there was not a single member of the House 
wished to record his vote in favour of Sir John A McDonalds 
transactions with Sir Hugh Allen. The Government did wisely, 
we may say, well, in resigning before a vote. e 111 w', 
dismay of its supporters at the conclusion of the de a e going 1 

division on one side, while their sense of right ciew em 0 . 
other, and we are heartily glad that the exigency of the situation 
did not compel this last, greatest, of all sacrifices-the wholesale 
immolation of conscience on the altar of politica expe îency.

From what we had, as we thought, learned accurately, ol t 
position of the representatives from P. E. E, we tiscreci 
In thinking the, -« »[. -'‘"hltt tK

vent them from doing what was right. icy <ic * , , s
nobly, but at least conscientiously, and that j« much these days 
of dereliction of duty, and tendency to weigh J®*»*™™ 
scale of exnediencv We have to thank them because, piobably,

rStl5SÈ ^Lglfni-gfa-d den,„ra.i»tion of

we

the Politics of the country. delivered 0n this “Scandal.”
We have read most of the speech e smm; of those delivered 

W e do not care to say what we uu „nf)fi
in defence of the corrupt transactions. 1 J 1 / maQ
" ,ou n^d no, «pent m^h.

I
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and that isA speech, to be a good speech, must have a soul 
denied to one delivered in opposition to truth and right. It is a 
mere corporate body of galvanized words—hideous and horrible. 
Such were most of the speeches in defence of Sir John, including 
his own ; for Sir John did not and could not believe in his own 
innocence—nav, he knew more of the guilt and corruption in 
question than any other in the House. A story is told, I know 
not with what truth, of Mirabeau, who, when a young man, com
mitted a highway robbery, almost expecting to be taken in the act, 
but desiring to experience the sensation ot being utterly opposed 
to society, that he might thus school himself to the task which he 
foresaw was about to be imposed upon him in the terrible times 
of the revolution. A man would need to come through some such 
previous education whose fate it is to stand in defence of a great 
political crime fully revealed, and universally condemned by all 
save a few partizans. We do not wonder at the fact that Sir John s 
speech was not up to the mark of a great speech. On the other 
side there were several good, yet but one great, speech, that ot 
Mr. Blake,—fully rising to the grandeur of the occasion. 1 here 
are many minor blemishes, probably owing to the inaccuracies of 
the reporters or the printers, but taken as a whole, it is a most 
masterly criticism of the whole ease, leaving nothing to be added 
or desired. D’Arcy Magee, had he been living, and had he had 
the good fortune to be in the opposition, might have made a 
speech which, in classic diction and ornature, would have been 
more beautiful, but we question whether he could have made, in 
his best days, one so telling. After Blake’s speech the Government 
must have felt their case hopeless.

We must retract an erroneous 
last issue, as to the power of party to resist truth and light. \\ e 
expected no converts to be made in the Parliament by the per
suasion of speeches. We were wrong, even there converts were 
made during the debate. In minor things, men may be relied on 
to stick to their party, but when a great principle is involved, 

will be found who will prefer the right, let what may become
Shakespeare

estimate which we made in our

some
of party. We should never despair of a great 
was right—

cause.

Thrice is he armed, who hath his quarrel just.
And he but naked, though locked up in steel,
Where conscience with injustice is corrupted.

The appointments which the Government made at the last 
hour of their existence are hardly defensible, save by an appeal to

We do not recollect the particulars,
occasionscommon usage and wont.

but we certainly rernemtier outcries raised on many 
against similar apointments made by Governments, both in Eng
land and in Canadian provinces. It is natural, though not conso
nant with a high toned public morality, to provide for those who 
have supported a government, by appointment.to such places as

F
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may be in its gift, at the period of its demise. There is 
be said in condemnation of the acts of those wlio held appoint
ments to offices, and yet continued to occupy places in the 1 arlia- 
ment at the same time. Mr. Blake’s thrust must have gone home, 
“We have men sitting here and voting here with the promise of 
office and preferment in their pockets ; we have men who vote 
here to-day, who may, for all we know, be Governors to-morrow, 
or who may be officers in various departments to-monow. e
all know now the truth of these words.

Ministry go into office under quite favourable condi
tions. The old party must be utterly demoralized. Some of their 
best men are shelved in excellent and lucrative offices. ome, 
who adhered to them, have already signified their intention to 
stand neutral, or to join at an early day the party w 10 xxois up 
the rising sun. The Mackenzie Government have a grea mora. 
power on their side—the feeling that they have stoo; up atoams 
corruption, and public wrong. Till they falsi y 'en woi s y 
their deeds their position will be impregnable. e lem bne 
a good Election Law; one which will make bribery in all its forms 
discoverable and deeply punishable : a law whic wi jranc wi 
disgrace, and drive from the floors of Parliament ex ery man 
to owe his election to those malign influences, whic. > ir 
knows so well how to wield, and the late Premiei o a e a v g 
of. With the accumulation of money, let the influence of mo ey 
be more restricted and neutralized. Let Capita e perm 
struggle with labour, but let us at least pieserve <ux r 
clutches, that things equal and just may be measuie ou , 
men. Before the next session of Parliamen c oses, e 
such a law, and if it be impossible to get such a aw 1 P
sent house, which we do not believe, let an appea e i a 
country while yet the knell of the downfall o a corriJP ,
—» •’ ™ it. ^ s that
corruption are yet exposed to view, and
a Parliament will be returned on this issue w nei V ^ ^

of the resources of the nation as fast as is consonant with oui 
ability to bear the financial strain. COTrupt ways ofShould the Government either  ̂J tened policy/they 
their predecessors, or resile from the ^ ^ tmgt We
S gTe «.cm» LcL’oTwl.ich, if they take it, we tm.t they

.ill not belie “ Purity and mld haveef the justice
,°ne of the most conclusive h brought ab0ut the

n taim—, fa seen ... the

more to

The new

us-
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fact that in no constituency, as far as heard from, could a hopefu 
opposition be raised to the return of any of the new Ministry. 
The public conscience so decidedly condemns the transactions in 
connexion with the Pacific Railway, that hardly any respectable 
candidate could be induced to run m a cause which, however 
remotely, appears based on a justification of Sir Johns corrupt 
proceeding:. The name of Liberal can galvanize, but cannot give 
life to any party whose object is to overthrow those who have 
brought about the condemnation of such criminal proceedings as 
those proved against the late Premier. In process of tune, no 
doubt, failings and short comings may accumulate against the 
party which has assumed the reins of power, and then the liberal 
camp may hope to regain what they have lost, but at present, an 
till the new Government has been tried and found wanting, no 
respectable opposition can be mustered. Corrupt as is a large 
portion of the electors, debauched as they have become through 
the influences which have been brought to bear upon them, we 

that the great body of the constituencies is still
hope. We may feel con- 

in power may be 
come be

are glad to see
true to their conscience. In this is 
fident that however much inclined the party 
to pursue the ways of corruption, they will tor years to 
deterred from such a course, by the terrible retribution which has 
fallen on Sir John A. McDonald and his party. W e hope that 
never again in the history of the Dominion will such a lesson be 
needed. Politicians of every colour will be led to assume a virtue 
if they have it not; to be honest through policy; and to know 
that there is no secrecy which may not be pierced, no finesse which 
can certainly conceal, when they would enter on a dishonest traffic 
with unprincipled speculators, or a corruptive commerce with the 
debased consciences of their constituents.

our
now

at homeSpain has got into further trouble, with civil war 
and rebellion in her chief dependency. She has become embroiled 
with America and that by a cruel, if not an illegal act of those 
who represent her in Cuba. One of her vessels of war took m the 
act of carrying arms and comfort to those in rebellion, another 
vessel the Virginiua sailing under the American flag. V> hetlier 
this flag really covered an American vessel, or whether the capture 

made on the high seas or in British waters, are points which 
can be known only after investigation. If the vessel were a pirate; 
and if she were taken on the high seas, she was a lawful captive 
and subject to condemnation, and the lives of her crew legal y 
forfeited. But even in that case the proceedings were surely botli 
hasty and cruel in consigning to death the whole of the men 
employed. Still, the legality of the capture granted, we can see 
no reason for the interference of the United States in the matter. 
If it should appear, however, that the capture was illegal, Spain 
must make ample reparation or suffer the retribution of a war

was
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with a power which would, in a short time, drive her fleets and 
commerce from the sea, and without doubt take the Queen of the 
Antilles from her possession. M e can hardly think 
Snaniards would be so insane as to execute the crew of the i 
gliu, if there was an, doubt regarding the Wj^e rapture 
If it should turn out that the capture was made according to the 
laws of war, the proceedings ot the Unite ^ a es 
bluster When the Caroline was sent over the tails ot JNiaga , 
and when Walker was executed there was quite a^rnuch^esorte- 
ment and talk of war, but all ended in peace. So may it be now .

The failure of Jay Cooke, and the collapse of the5 Pacific Rail
way have wide and vast pervading results, or ia f -t fof which Cooke’s financing is W ." 0,^4 
disaster in great abundance. Ine nn ,
speculators would appear to be ^°rOUgAsyone greLt establishment
posed capital to be but fames money. ^ ^ q{. distregg
after another goes down, panic sprea , purchase
grows wider. Money ™otnd^Vin mlny instan^s have 
exchange for payment of goods, wlucn 3_
been sent back to their forme1 ^nere, ^ tobacc0j etc„
gold is needed wherewith to pay or tue ^ might suppose
imported into Europe. One, at the . excellent
that as gold is flowing into America her finances w ^ ^
condition. But this influx ot gold on J . , 0 means of
importers of fir, goods and ,*7^ ipo7=,"on, 

gel ,’,eW = ei^ d recti, the mj, which would in
SÆiCi «« ti7'ton4=et otxp°et

Of course this abstinence from purchase, ant cm . .. . qqie
diture will bring things round to there normal c»nd.t.on.« 
balance of trade will be against hng an Drodncefi for the

we Vforme, channels ma, not be

is that

soon realized.

The English expedition has ^"^YghUngwit^tTe Ashantees. 
ago, and have had some expenenc fewarlife peopie, capable of 
According to accounts these arc a y ousand fighting _
sending into the fieldl on? ^ ^Woolseley will be opposed by 
It is reported that Sir Garnet breech-loaders in an open
army of at least 8'xty th“usan^ Pgh gpidiers might be sufficient 
battlefield, a few hundrec s < ' ^ gucb rudearms as are
to conquer this, or any greater mi , * however, be

srsM*:tsr*. « *—-i” »• -itu« a*an-

men.
an
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Much caution would require to be exercised by the English 
mander. England appears, however, to have great confidence in 
Sir Garnet, and expects victory to crown the plans- which he may 
adopt. But little reliance can be placed in the r an tees the 
allies of Britain on this occasion. Their mode of warfare is to 
shout fiercely, fire their muskets in the air, and run away as fast 
as their legs will carry them. It is thought that the conquest of 
the Ashantees will be far more difficult than that ot the Abys- 
sinians. Negotiations for peace are talked of; but to prepare the 
way a display of force will be first needed. But wliat if that 
should only render the enemy more determined on resistance / 
This savage war may be more difficult to finish than was at first 
thought—perhaps the conquest of the whole country may be the
result.

corn-

following view of the situation is given in correspondence 
to the News of the World :—

THE KING OF

The

coomassie’s wealth and treasure.
From all that can be heard, his wealth and possessions have not 

been exaggerated. The natives give out that King Koffee is 
fabulously rich. Traders say, who have seen what they describe, 
that at every Yam custom one hundred basins full ot nuggets of 
gold are sgt before the King as presents. All lumps of gold above 
a certain size are, by virtue of the Constitution, Royal proper y, 
and not to be appropriated under dreadful penalties.

MAKING THE ROAD TO COOMASSIE.
Twenty miles of the road to the capital have been made under 

the auspices of the Armed Police. This piece is merely an 
enlargement of the bush-path which used to exist. Our black 
friends have widened the single-file way into a good broad lane by 
the labour of three hundred hands, and the new road is a good 
specimen of what we require. But at this rate it would take, 
under the most favourable circumstances, about ten weeks to 
make Coomassie attainable, supposing our dingy foe will be good 
enough to allow our work to proceed under lus nose, or perhaps to 
lend us a helping hand in carrying it forward. But these twenty 
miles have been cut chiefly as an experiment, to prove the feasi
bility of getting through the bush. Large trees have been telle 
and cleared away ; gullies filled in, drains made, stubs rooted up, 
rocks blasted, and undergrowth lopped. In most places the labour 
is not so heavy as has been imagined ; the bush is largely co - 
posed of tall, soft-stalked grasses and tough shining shrubs 
laurestinus. Now and then only a moderately large boll of hard 
wood has to be removed, with more frequently a huge but soft
hearted silk-cotton tree. All is disposed of quite easily bynative 
workmen, and the soil beneath is rich, loamy, manageable stuff, 
easily turned about with the spade; while the rocks encountered

i



woolseley’s reception of native chiefs.SIR GARNET
Sir Garnet Woolseley on the 4th met all the chiefs in a grand 

conclave. The following was the text of his speech I am very 
glad to meet so many kings and chiefs who aie oya a ies o e 
English nation. Her Majesty the Queen, having been informed 
of the injuries that have been inflicted upon hei a ies m is par 
of the world by the Ashantees, who, without any jus cause, ia\e 
invaded your country, and having learnt that you weie una e o 
repulse your enemies without assistance, has sen me o uni e m 
one person the chief military and civil adminis îa ion, so a a, 
a general officer I may be able to help you. It is necessaiy ia 
should learn from you what you can, and what you aie prepare 
to do. If you place all your available resources a my t isposa , 
and are loyally determined to fight your hereditary enemies now, 
I will guarantee to you that I, with God’s assistance, s u ( j|ve 
them out of your territory, and that I will inflict sue 1 a err 1 > e 
punishment upon them that for all time to come you can lave
nothing to dread from them. My j^J'Tnto AdZtee
terri J, Bbfor’ you, theSè, to cCide, t^day among ,onm 

selves so as to give me information without de ay JL , ,

Xtd^Tir^wrammunttion, .« ,1^
food, to enable you to puniah those who have rav g ) y
1 want to know from you how many fighting men you can famish.
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by fire and the strokes of the stonebreaker’s hammer. 
There are no hills and no serious enemies to stay our march, 
except the hideous Fever, which stalks along our new path and 
sneers at the white man’s energy. The African labourer is the 
most expensive in the universe. He demands ninepence fiom us 
in a land where twopence will keep him in ridiculous plenty, and 
he does about as much as a very stupid English lad of eight years 
might in Berkshire. Besides the ninepence he must have “ dash 
for every inch of extra work, and overseers must be everywheie to 
note that each stroke he gives is in the right, and not in the 
wrong, place. It is next to impossible to find a good black 
overseer ; the nature of your Coast African is to be driven, not to 
drive.

are overcome
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To our Reader».

and the date that you will have them at Dunquah. \ ou must 
yourselves accompany your men, and remain with them whilst the 
operations last. I propose to give to each of you kings a subsidy 
of £10 per month for every one thousand fighting men you furnish, 
to supply you with ammunition, and when the supplies of food, 
shortly expected here from England, arrive, I propose to issue 
daily at Cape Coast Castle provisions upon the following scale for 
all the fighting men you supply—viz., a pint of rice and a fib. ol 
salt meat for each fighting man. Until those provisions arrive I 
propose to issue to you in lieu thereof 4id. a day for each fighting 
man; and, in order to impress upon you the earnestness of Her 
Majesty's desires to help you, I propose to issue to each fighting 
man, through the chiefs recognised by the kings a daily pay of 
3d. a day whilst their services are made use of in the held. 
Although I am prepared to act in Her Majesty’s name most 
liberally to you, I shall also be prepared to enforce in the most 
stringent manner the terms of our agreement, punishing severely 
all those who may be guilty of disobedience or of unmanly conduct. 
"When once you take the field I cannot listen to any excuses about 
your being unable to enforce your orders upon your own people; 
you must exert your authority, and I will support you m doing so. 
Her Majesty has been grieved to learn that you still continue to 
follow the barbarous practices of your enemies, and are still m the 
habit of killing your prisoners and mutilating your dead enemies. 
Brave men in civilized nations never do so, and I have to urge 

the necessity for putting a stop to these practices.
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upon you

TO OUR READERS.

HIS number concludes the second volume and the first year of 
the Maritime Monthly. While we have not received all 

the support on which we had calculated, we are yet encouraged to 
continue the Magazine for another year, hoping that, during that 
time, we shall be able to place it on a permanent basis. Thankful 
for the many kindly and favourable notices received from the 
newspaper press, we may say that many of the dailies and 
weeklies have done less to bring it before their readers than we

In an effort to furnish a native

T

might have calculated upon, 
literature, we had reckoned on the hearty support of every news
paper to which we have sent exchanges. We would appeal to 
them to give aid in establishing a Monthly which, with all its 
drawbacks, has, we venture to hope, been worthy of the name 
which it has assumed. We trust to make the Maritime Monthly

interesting and worthy of patronage than it has yet been.
The Editor.
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